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New media and networking for People
Powered Change
Thursday, September 22, 2011
David Wilcox

Over the next few months social reporters David Wilcox (that’s me), John
Popham, and network specialist Drew Mackie, will be are exploring with
Big Lottery Fund1 how people can best share stories about community-led
action through events and networking, using a mix of media.
We’ll be doing that as rather junior partners in BIG’s People Powered
Change programme2 . That’s the banner for millions of pounds of funding in England to support action by local groups, and national initiatives.
You can see the rather more substantial partners here3 .
The three of us have worked in this field for some time, and naturally we are
rather excited to be able to bring our ideas and experience to the programme.
It’s a little daunting, but fortunately we’ll mainly be amplifying the activities
of others through the social reporter role of making sense, joining up and
helping out – as I explain in general terms here4 .
The idea of working with BIG came up because there’s some terrific examples of community reporting on the ground, like People’s Voice Media5 ,
major initiatives supported by BIG like Your Square Mile6 , and the Media

1 http://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
2 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
3 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/partners/
4 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1305
5 http://peoplesvoicemedia.co.uk/
6 http://www.yoursquaremile.co.uk/
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Trust news hubs7 , independent initiatives like Our Society8 … plus scores
of others … but often people don’t know what the others are doing.
Great stories are missed, work is duplicated, and there’s much grumbling
about the people who can make it breakfast launches in London getting
an unfair slice of the action through well-honed networking skills. I was
cheeky enough to write that People Powered Change needs ppchange communications9 , and it seems that BIG agrees.
More specifically, we’ve agreed that ”over the next few months we will
be:
• mapping the national networks that help people share and collaborate
• showing how social media can extend events beyond those in the
room
• promoting examples of reporting that help give citizens and local
groups a stronger voice
• reporting ourselves on some key events and activities
”As well as showing some great examples of what’s happening, Social Reporters will work with BIG and others to strengthen existing networks and
build new ones”.
I’ve provided this background, including links to somewhat critical pieces,
because John and I will be doing something of a balancing act. On the
one hand we’ll be playing the traditional reporter role of questioning and
challenging, while on the other looking for potential collaborations rather
than conflicts, celebrations rather than crises.
We are hugely grateful to BIG for supporting the experiment. We’ll be blogging here about the People Powered Change work, and also about anything
else that might be relevant.

7 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1488
8 ociety.org.uk
9 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1290
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Drew will be working on the mapping of networks, drawing on many years
of experience documented here10 . John will be … well, I’ll let him explain
in a further post. Past exploits are here11 .
Thanks to our friends at Ruralnet Futures12 for setting this blog up so
quickly. It’s rather plain at present, but we’ll be adding more features and
a wiki, with lots of photos and videos, and invitations to join in.
Meanwhile do drop a comment, or get in touch here13 .

10 https://drewmackie.box.net/shared/ej8k5988st
11 http://johnpopham.wordpress.com/
12 http://ruralnetfutures.co.uk/
13 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
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Your Square Mile National Summit
Friday, September 23, 2011
David Wilcox

I’m with John Popham in Birmingham reporting from the Your Square Mile
National Summit, where more than 100 people are sharing experience from
the local pilot projects that have been running this year around the UK. More
on the pilots and YSM on their site14 .
As well as updates from the pilots, there are surgeries on fundraising, local
ownership of community assets, setting up a community shop, and local
online communities.
Your Square Mile is one of the major partners in the Big Lottery Fund’s
People Powered Change, and I have reported past developments at socialreporter.com15 . I’ll be talking later in the day with chief executive Paul Twivy
and others in the team to get an update on developments. Meanwhile you
can follow #ysmbrum tweets here16 from the the event.

14 http://www.yoursquaremile.co.uk/
15 ialreporter.com/?s=your+square+mile
16 https://twitter.com/#!/search/ysmbrum
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Paul Twivy and David Robinson at the YSM
Summit
Friday, September 23, 2011
David Wilcox

Today’s Your Square Mile17 summit – reported here18 – heard a wide range
of presentations from national organisations as well as those involved in local projects. Knowing that these were all being video’d, and will be available later, I took a different tack and invited YSM chief executive Paul
Twivy to pop outside and have a chat on camera with long-time friend and
adviser David Robinson OBE19 .
David co-founded the East London-based Community Links20 back in
1977, and has enormous experience both locally in Newham, and on national bodies. He gave the closing presentation at the summit, with a strong
endorsement of YSM.
17 http://www.yoursquaremile.co.uk/
18 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=23
19 http://www.community-links.org/social-enterprises/david-

robinson/
20 http://www.community-links.org/
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In the conversation you’ll hear Paul and David talk about the need to make
connections between communities, and encourage people to share and adopt
ideas across communities for creative local action, and much else.
There’s a good joke from David about a young child being told that the
Equator was an imaginary line on the map, and hearing ”lion”. We are
too fearful of imaginary lions patrolling the borders between our communities.
Both Paul and David agree on then importance of the involvement of business – and that it is often and small and medium size enterprises who have
most to contribute because they are closer to the community.
The recent riots may have offered a warning to bigger brands that while
they have local presence, and large numbers of customers, they would be
wise to develop stronger affinities with their local communities.
I hope to feature more from the Summit next week, including a presentation
from YSM MD on the new digital platform, mentioned here21 .
Update: the new Your Square Mile site22 is live, and I’ve posted an update
and interview with Jamie Cowen, YSM MD on my personal site23 .

21 http://www.yoursquaremile.co.uk/magazine/read/your-square

←-

-mile--a-cut-out-and-keep-guide_15.html
22 http://yoursquaremile.co.uk/
23 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1644
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Your Square Mile plans – and a live chat
Friday, October 7, 2011
David Wilcox

I’ve just posted this interview about People Powered Change partner Your
Square Mile on my personal site24 . Our Society is today hosting a live chat
with YSM MD Jamie Cowen25
Six months development work by the Your Square Mile programme came
together yesterday with the launch in London of a new website26 to support local action, new pledges of cross-party support, and plans to create a
citizens mutual organisation with millions of members.
You can catch up on the background to Your Square Mile on my earlier post
here27 , including a talk though the site by YSM managing director Jamie
Cowen.
Today at 1pm Jamie will engage in a live chat online hosted by Our Society
here28 .
At yesterday’s launch we heard support from both Nick Hurd, Minister for
Civil Society, and Tessa Jowell, Shadow Minister for the Cabinet Office,
and from a couple of the 16 pilots YSM that has been supporting. YSM is a
partner in the Big Lottery Fund People Powered Change programme29 , for
whom I am doing some work30 .
As you can see in the video, I then asked Paul Twivy, founder and chief
executive of YSM about their plans for the future. It is a long piece, so I
have indicated where specific issues come up. I started by asking Paul how
YSM was different from other initiatives, and from the great range of local
and national activity in the field. The key point I took away was that YSM
will work at a much larger scale than other programmes for local action, and
aim to engage millions of people who may care about their communities,
24 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1666
25 http://oursociety.org.uk/page/groups
26 http://yoursquaremile.co.uk/
27 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1644
28 http://oursociety.org.uk/page/groups
29 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
30 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=8
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but don’t know how to get involved. It will also aim to get over the ”why
bother” hurdle by showing that involvement, even in small ways, can help
create the sort of neighbourhoods that people will want for themselves, their
friends and families.
It’s worth listening to Paul’s vision as a whole – I’ve just provided the markers here.
1.00 YSM will aim to bridge the gap between the often separate worlds of
national politics and policy, and people’s everyday concerns in their neighbourhoods.
2.00 YSM will be able to bring together a mass of information and provide
it succinctly
2.25 The population divides into those who are active in their communities,
those committed to a specific cause, others who emotionally want to give
more but don’t know how, and a large swathe who don’t see the point. YSM
will have offers for all of them. It’s not about do-goodism … its about
developing thriving neighbourhoods.
5.30 Next year provides an extraordinary opportunity to engage people
through events around the Olympics, Paralympics, and Queen’s Diamond
Jubilee. Street parties and other activities lead to a rise in community spirit,
but that can soon dissipate. YSM will provide means to continue the work.
This can be done by inviting people to join YSM, and registering for followthrough activities locally.
6.30 There is currently no single point of information and access to volunteering and other opportunities. YSM can work with others to provide
that.
7.20 YSM can help champion the role of the community and voluntary sector. If the government can suddenly find a billion for council tax and bin
collections, why not a billion for the sector, which is fragile in the face of
cuts.
9.00 This is a big experiment which is trying to work at the local level where there is most energy – and at the national level. Paul explains that
as the mutual gains large numbers of members, it can develop the power
both to press on policy and also to enable people in different communities
to share their experience and ideas. As YSM gains revenue from the £10

9

joining fee, it can become independent of funders and their agendas, and
also generate surpluses to support local action.
• The new Your Square Mile website31 – and why and how to join the
mutual32
• Live chat today with Jamie Cowen on Our Society33
• People Powered Change at Big Lottery Fund34
• Earlier posts mentioning Your Square Mile35
• Earlier posts on Big Society36
• Earlier discussion on Our Society site37
• My work with People Powered Change38
Update: there is a full briefing note about the launch here on the People
Powered Change site39 .

31 http://yoursquaremile.co.uk/

←offers/
33 http://oursociety.org.uk/page/groups
34 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
35 http://socialreporter.com/?s=your+square+mile
36 http://socialreporter.com/?cat=5
37 http://oursociety.org.uk/group/oursquaremile
38 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=8
39 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/2011/10/06/the-world% ←E2%80%99s-first-citizens%E2%80%99-mutual-is-launched-to ←-help-tackle-the-uk%E2%80%99s-social-problems-as-riots- ←increase-citizen-engagement/
32 http://yoursquaremile.co.uk/ysm-home/the-mutual/members-
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Voting leads to engagement – when it is
about money
Friday, October 14, 2011
David Wilcox

Getting a high turn out for local elections is tough … and usually even
tougher for public meetings. Why bother – does it change anything?
On the other hand a lot of people will be interested in how money is spent in
their neighbourhood. Could you link the money, voting and engagement?
It seems so, from a conversation I had at the recent Your Square Mile
launch40 with Richard Edwards from Manton – an estate of some 6500 people in Worksop, Nottinghamshire. Richard works for Manton Community
Alliance, which since 2006 has used participatory budgeting as a way to
involve people in decisions about the future of their area. You can read a
case study here41 .
As Richard explained, there’s nothing like walking down the street, and
seeing a tag on the new litter bins showing that’s what you voted for, to
demonstrate it is worth the effort.
Last year one in four people were involved in voting – and the secret of
success has been to tailor the method to individual preferences, including
knocking on doors, holding small group discussions, or using Facebook.
Richard says: The key thing is you have to suit your engagement method
to people’s life style – if you don’t do that they are not going to take part.
The budgeting process has led to an increase in voting in local elections,
and also shown an increase of people’s involvement in the area in some
way, from a very low base to over 60 percent.
After listening to Richard I wondered whether a similar process might be
appropriate on a wider scale. Why shouldn’t it be applied by the Big Lottery
Fund, who supported Your Square Mile, and who grant millions of pounds
each year to local groups?
40 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=44
41 http://www.participatorybudgeting.org.uk/case-studies/

←-

case-studies/voice-your-choice-manton-nottinghamshire
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I find that they do, as you’ll see from this link to the Big Decision page42 .
Channel 4 is following The Big Lottery Fund43 as it asks the
British public how they would spend £10 million of lottery
money. The results of this nationwide debate will help directly determine which projects or charities will benefit from a
huge cash injection. You can follow the discussion on Twitter
#C4BigDecision
What does this country need the most – more recycling, better
educated youngsters, stronger community spirit or new investment in science?
If you were in charge of spending £10 million of lottery money
to ensure it reaches the places and people who need it most,
where would you spend it? Post your comments below.
On the page you can see video clips about five Millennium themes, and a
real time discussion about people’s preferences.
The funding for Manton’s participatory budgeting runs out at the end of this
year. I vote for them and other participatory budgeting projects to get some
continuing support.
Update: The People’s Budget44 is a new campaign on participatory budgetting supported by the PB Unit45 , Church Action on Poverty46 , New Start47 ,
Joseph Rowntree Charitable Trust48 and Urban Forum49 . Blog posts from
Toby Blume50 and Julian Dobson51 .

42 http://www.channel4.com/programmes/the-big-decision
43 http://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
44 http://www.thepeoplesbudget.org.uk/
45 http://www.participatorybudgeting.org.uk/
46 http://www.church-poverty.org.uk/
47 http://www.cles.org.uk/newstart/
48 http://www.jrct.org.uk/
49 http://www.urbanforum.org.uk/

←antidote-to-meaningless
51 http://livingwithrats.blogspot.com/2011/10/peoples-budget ←-why-not-just-do-it.html
50 http://tobyblume.posterous.com/the-peoples-budget-an-
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Ideas, research, action from a Knowledge
Portal and online discussion
Friday, October 14, 2011
David Wilcox

Researchers and activists are developing ideas together on practical ways
that community groups can achieve their aims in today’s hard times.
Today the Third Sector Research Centre launched their Knowledge Portal52 ,
backed by £200,000 from the Big Lottery Fund. The website will feature
materials including academic research, reports by voluntary organisations,
government publications and training materials. Links will be provided to
relevant materials at the British Library. More details here53 .
Next week TSRC runs an live online discussion, following the previous one
hosted by Guardian Voluntary Sector Network – summary of that here54 .
This time the discussion, from 7pm 9pm on October 19, will be on the
TSRC’s Beyond the Radar ideas site55 . A panel from the National Community Activists Network56 will get things started.
You’ll find a report there by Razia Sharriff57 of the workshop run by TSRC
in July. In one session Drew Mackie and I ran a card-based exercise58 in
which people worked in groups to develop ideas for action. It was based in
part on ideas first developed and mapped on the Our Society site59 .

52 http://cssfs10.bham.ac.uk/heritage/

←/1098606/Third-Sector-Research-Centre-launches-research- ←website/
54 http://www.guardian.co.uk/voluntary-sector-network/2011/ ←jul/22/community-action-despite-cuts-advice
55 http://btr11.civicrowd.com/
56 http://nationalcan.ning.com/
57 http://btr11.civicrowd.com/2011/10/14/love-passion-and- ←fun-below-the-radar/
58 http://btr11.civicrowd.com/2011/07/07/creating-ideas-for- ←action/
59 http://oursociety.org.uk/forum/topics/our-society-ideas- ←now-mapped
53 http://thirdsector.co.uk/Channels/Communications/Article
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The ideas generation hasn’t stopped, and you can vote on existing ideas and
add your own here60 .
Dave Briggs of Kind of Digital61 generously provided the CiviCrowd platform62 used by Beyond the Radar, which for this purpose has advantages
over the off-the-shelf UserVoice system that we used for the Our Society
ideas generation63 . CiviCrowd is a Wordpress-based system, with all the
blogging features that offers.
I think there’s a lot of scope for combining the techniques that TSRC (and
social reporters) are developing, that mix research, workshop events, online
ideas generation and discussion.
I hope there will be scope for taking that forward in our work here with the
People Powered Change team.

60 http://btr11.civicrowd.com/category/idea/
61 http://davebriggs.org/
62 http://civicrowd.com/
63 http://oursociety.uservoice.com/forums/100797-general
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People Powered Change in Dudley –
Joining up the strands
Sunday, October 16, 2011
johnpopham

Last week, David Wilcox64 and I visited Dudley at the invitation of Dudley
CVS’s Lorna Prescott65 to document some of the work that is going on there
to join up some of the different initiatives intended to assist local people-led
development. Partners in the Borough have been realistic about the new
environment they have found themselves in since major public spending
cuts started to be felt. Finding that the government’s ”Big Society” rhetoric
was not necessarily appealing to many in their communities, Lorna was
instrumental in helping local partners to come to their own vision, which
embraced the Our Society66 concept, which Lorna, David and I have helped
to develop on a national basis.
The local Our Society strategy has moved forward, powered by the drive of
people like Lorna, and with the leadership of the Borough’s Local Strategic Partnership, the Dudley Community Partnership. David and I talked
to Dennis Hodson, Director of the Partnership about the challenges of supporting people-led development in the age of public austerity, including
the tale, which hit national headlines, about what happened when a local
community wanted to take over the cutting of grass verges which the local
authority could no longer afford to undertake.

64 http://twitter.com/davidwilcox
65 http://twitter.com/dosticen
66 http://oursociety.org.uk
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One of the most important roles of the Our Society Strategy is in pulling
together the strands of different activity in the Borough, particularly where
there is funding available. Money is scarce in this field at the moment, and
it would be criminal to waste it by duplicating activity and failing to take
up opportunities to achieve synergies. There are some key programmes
which are able to offer financial support, including the Big Lottery’s Big
Local programme67 , Community First68 , and others, and Dudley’s Our Society Strategy is designed to ensure the Borough makes the most of these
opportunities by strengthening the linkages between them. As highlighted
in this discussion between Lorna, Donna Roberts of Dudley Council, and
Joanne Weston of Dudley Community Partnership, a prominent concern is
to ensure that equalities issues are given due attention.

67 http://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/prog_biglocaltrust
68 http://www.cdf.org.uk/web/guest/community-first
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In times of tight resources it is ever more important to take advantage of free
tools, like social media platforms, to help bring people together and progress
their plans. In this video, Lorna talks to David Wilcox about how social
media is playing an increasing role in developing community initiatives,
and also touches on some of the frustrations of engaging with key public
partners which are lagging behind in adopting such methods.

We had an enjoyable day in Dudley, which passed by far too quickly. It is
clear that there are some very interesting lessons to be learned from emerging practice in the Borough which is starting to prove that progress can

17

be made in supporting People-Powered Change even in quite disadvantaged areas if reduced levels of funding are carefully targeted and linked
together.
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You can’t get practical experience from a
book. Or online.
Monday, October 17, 2011
David Wilcox

After chatting with Richard Edwards69 from Manton Community Alliance,
at the Your Square Mile launch70 , about their success with participatory
budgeting, we turned to ways in which people could share ideas and experience of what’s working in their community.
As Richard remarked, it has to be more than exchanging leaflets at a conference, and even if you are engaged by someone else’s bright idea, there’s
a lot more involved in actually making things happen.
Richard believes that there is no substitute for learning by doing: people can’t learn project and community development from books, and have
to build up their confidence and skills through on-the-ground experience.
Wouldn’t it be great if there were a scheme by which people could spend
time at each others’ projects working side-by-side in order to develop practical experience?
This led us on to talking about mapping the assets and expertise that we
have, in order to make best use of these in facing new challenges. Increasingly that is done locally, and is the basis for the practice of Asset Based
Community Development, as explained by Jim Diers71 at a People Powered
Change seminar in June.
However, if we are going to share knowledge nationally, we need to do some
national mapping. As part of our work72 with Big Lottery Fund we’ll make
a start on mapping the national networks and online spaces. While it may
then be easier for people to see who is doing what, and to connect online,
in Richard’s opinion they’ll need to make the physical trip to achieve some
real learning. As he said, we have the skills and experience … we need to
unlock the potential.
69 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=56
70 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=44
71 http://www.youtube.com/user/BigLotteryFundVideos#p/c/7

←-

E3809DE83FD4616/1/TpudbS8zrms
72 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
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Is there a case for funding the people exchanges as well as the technologybased connections?
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Reporting events and games – including
saving Slapham community spaces
Friday, October 21, 2011
David Wilcox

Although we’ll be writing a lot here about the potential of social media to
help people tell their stories, share ideas, start and continue conversations,
it is seldom enough on its own. In fact, it is still very much a minority
medium in the field of local community action – however powerful it can
be, as shown by the work of hyperlocal bloggers (examples here73 , and we’ll
be mapping more).
One creative way to blend online and face-to-face is to report from events,
and we’ll be doing lots of that. I often cover conferences – like this excellent
one with Transition Network74 – and fellow-reporter John Popham is pioneering amplifying fun: see the 21st century village fete75 and Twicket76 ,
which even has its own Wikipedia entry77 .
Drew Mackie (the third member of our team) and I run a lot of workshop
games, which lend themselves to reporting because they are designed to
generate ideas and insights, which people are usually happy to share … not
least if it is about social media as you can see here78 .
Last weekend Drew and I ran a session at the Community Matters conference, while I first wrote about over on my personal blog: reposted below.
More here79 about socialreporters.net and our work with BIG and People
Powered Change80 .

73 http://talkaboutlocal.org.uk/
74 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1563

←century-village-fete/
76 http://johnpopham.wordpress.com/2011/05/01/the-story-of- ←twicket/
77 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twicket
78 http://socialreporter.com/?p=624
79 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
80 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
75 http://johnpopham.wordpress.com/2011/08/02/the-21st-
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The Community Matters annual conference81 last weekend gave Drew
Mackie and I a chance to test out a new workshop game that we hope will
help local groups plan take over and run community buildings – or improve
the ones they have.
This is particularly challenging when councils are disposing of property in
order to reduce costs, when local groups face cuts in funding – yet the demand for community services is increasing. Our workshop produced lots
of conversations about the realities of people powered change82 . We started
talking about buildings, staff, finance … and ended up focussing on community and collaboration.
There’s lots of excellent guidance and inspiring stories of groups creating
very impressive spaces, both urban and rural: see for example the work of
the Asset Transfer Unit83 , the examples at The Place Station84 , and the Big
Lottery Fund Village SOS initiative85 .
For the human and social stories of community spacemaking see the work of
Tessy Britton and friends at Social Spaces86 , and the examples they are gathering. I’m particularly looking forward to the launch of their Community
81 http://www.communitymatters.org.uk/content/489/Community-

Matters-Annual-Conference-2011
82 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk
83 http://atu.org.uk/About
84 http://www.theplacestation.org.uk/
85 http://www.villagesos.org.uk/
86 http://www.socialspaces.org/
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Kitchen87 : creative conversations instead of committees, with ”an assetbased focus rather than a problem solving or deficit-focused one”.
However I’m always struck by the gap between the books, websites and
expertise of professional advisors in any area, and what people can actually
call to mind when faced with a particular challenge. As Richard Edwards
said in this interview88 , you can’t get practical expertise from a book or
website – you need to start doing something.
The idea of the game was to provide a simulation – getting people talking
about the practicalities in a way that might provide a jump into practical
exploration or research.
Drew did most of the work, after an excellent briefing from Community
Matters chief executive David Tyler, and conference organiser Liz Cleverly.
Thanks also to Annemarie Naylor from the Asset Transfer Unit for showing
us project examples that might form the basis for the fictitious examples
we needed. Here’s a map of Slapham town centre and Drew’s description
of its community spaces.

87 http://www.socialspaces.org/#1911372/Community-Kitchen
88 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=88
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The description and projects
In central Slapham there are a number of community based organisations
that rent or own buildings. These premises range from reasonably modern
offices to community halls in need of renovation.
The Council also owns and runs properties in the area and is keen to divest
itself of the responsibility of staffing and maintaining the buildings.
In general, Slapham’s community organisations don’t collaborate with each
other. Decades of competitive bidding for grants that lost a maximum of
three years have created a culture of competition rather than cooperation.
Many of these groups are partially supported thought the Council, either
through direct funding or through the use of Council premises or with the
support of Council staff. The national climate now requires the Council to
make cuts and these are bound to affect this support in all it’s forms. The
game follows the fortunes of six local organisations:
Slapham Young People’s Centre – 3
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Situated in Courtney Square, , this is a longstanding group composed of
local volunteers and a youth organiser. The group runs after school sessions
and a drop in cafe. Occasionally they run trips to outdoor centres in Wales
and Scotland. Funding has come mainly from grants from the Council and
specific project funding. There has recently been some trouble over drug
use at the cafe and this has soured relations with the police. The centre
wishes to expand its work through the recruitment of youth and arts workers
together with training for volunteers.
The Brewhouse – 4
The Brewhouse is currently owned by Slapham Council, but in conjunction
with Space Race and other stakeholders, a new organisation, the Brewhouse
Trust, is being formed. This organisation will seek to expand the uses of the
current building and press ahead with a new project to expand the facility
and incorporate new activities. There are numerous opportunities for local
people to get involved.
Marshall Street Community Museum – 2
This local museum is housed in a historic building in Marshall Street, not
far from Courtney Square. It houses a collection of mainly craft and early
industrial exhibits from the town’s history and is run by a longstanding museum trust and staffed by increasingly aged volunteers. The building is in
great need of renovation and visitor numbers are dropping.
Mavis Park Community Sports Club – C2
Mavis Park is an an area of low quality sports pitches (football etc) surrounding a rather rundown sports and community centre owned and operated by the Council. The Club has been formed by the community to resist
the closure of the Centre which runs at a considerable loss.
Tarley Somali Association – 5
The Association was formed 5 years ago to provide support for the Somali
community in Slapham which is mainly based in Tarley. Legal, translation, financial and other advice is provided by volunteers and Council staff
through temporary offices in Marshall Street. There are plans to move into
a larger Council owned building in Patrick Street (C3) but this will require
finding other groups or services to share the space. The Council will also
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be keen to transfer responsibility for the building to a properly constituted
body that is larger than the Somali Association.
Blaybeck Women’s Refuge – 6
Operating from premises fronting the river, the refuge has a long history of
supporting women suffering domestic abuse, and providing secure temporary accommodation. Staffed by volunteers but working closely with the
police, social work and health agencies the refuge provides a valuable local service. The building is however becoming more difficult to maintain
and has some structural problems associated with its location on the river
frontage. The accommodation has become substandard.
Space Race – 1
This group is concerned to find a productive social use for empty properties
and land. It considers these to disfigure the town and to sap local moral.
Initially the Council had little interest, but this is changing as the the Council
seeks to get rid of property. The group acts as a catalyst to encourage local
groups to take up unused assets. It has a small office in Stobben.
The game
Before we started, I did a short interview with Drew on how we hoped
the session would run. It was very much an experiment: although we had
run lots of game workshops before, this one was prepared specially for the
conference and we hadn’t been able to trial it beforehand.
In essence, during the game we asked people to split into groups, choose
one of the projects, and then use a set of cards to plan development. The
group had some starter cards covering accommodation, costs and staffing,
and had to decide what to add while juggling costs. Slapham council was
played by Tim Judge, from Community Matters, treading a fine line between sympathetic support and a brief to cut costs.
Although the initial focus was on managing and developing building, we
had suggested that groups look at the scope for collaboration. For example,
could they share premises, or strike up some trading opportunities?
Soon the room was buzzing with ideas and negotiation. The Women’s
Refuge presented a particularly tough challenge: they liked their building
and its out-of-the-way location near the river, but couldn’t stay as they were
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because of occasional flooding. The council wouldn’t pay for flood defences, and they couldn’t see another location that would work for them.
Could they get support for a pitch to the Big Lottery Fund?
After the session had ended I prevailed on some of those taking part to
review their experience, as you can see here.
There was general agreement that the session yielded some real world insights – in particular that it was important to know much more at the start
about the assets and organisations in the area. Without this it was difficult
to look for opportunities for collaboration.
The council was under pressure – caught between a desire to continue to
support the local groups, but constrained by their deficit-reduction policies.
Drew and I agreed with the players that the game needed to be simplified:
as Drew explained, the first run is always a bit complicated, but you don’t
know what to change until you try it out.
Overall the conclusion was that the game provided a level playing field
on which people could try ideas, and it could be a good method to bring
together different interests in an area within a fun and creative framework.
We hope to find support for developing the game further – so if you are
interested, do please drop a comment, or get in touch here89 .

89 http://socialreporter.com/?page_id=105/
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Can new local councils offer Power to the
People?
Tuesday, October 25, 2011
David Wilcox

One theme in our reporting about People Powered Change90 will be around
the structures within which people can have influence and make decisions.
Your Square Mile91 – which is one of the partners in ppchange – invites
people to become members of the mutually-owned organisation, and has
said it aims to foster the development of thousands of local democracies92
as more people join YSM and engage in their communities.
But what about more traditional democratic structures? As I wrote the other
day93 over on my personal blog, the National Association of Local Councils94 (NALC) – which represents parish and town councils – argues that
that ”if local people are elected by their community to influence and make
decisions that will affect their own area, it will have significant impact on
improving lives throughout the capital”.
NALC are using the slogan Power to the People.
In their media release of October 1795 NALC suggest the engagement of
people after the recent riots, in helping clear up their neighbourhoods, could
be supported by new, small, local councils.
The creation of new local councils in London would give communities a voice and this in turn could help address some of
the underlying causes of the recent London riots. Local councils have already been created in urban areas such as Leeds,

90 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
91 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1666
92 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1278
93 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1705
94 http://www.nalc.gov.uk/
95 http://www.nalc.gov.uk/Latest_News/Media_Release_17_October_2011

.aspx
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Birmingham, Bradford and Milton Keynes and have helped address social issues caused by deprivation by providing community leadership and brokering relationships with Government at
large.
Localism and the Big Society have been much heralded and
discussed by the Government and the Prime Minister himself,
prompting much debate from Whitehall to town and village
halls. What better way to ensure local ownership of decisions,
control of assets and to get people involved in their area than
to genuinely give power to the people.
Until recently Londoners were not able to campaign for the creation of local,
neighbourhood-level councils like those in parishes and towns elsewhere.
Their ”local” is the borough.
On Tuesday evening I went along to NALC’s Create a Council event96 ,
where we heard from several people about the possible virtues of additional
smaller councils that would have powers to raise money and control some
local services.
I talked to David Drew, who is chair of Andover Town Council, together
with Justin Griggs from NALC. David explained Andover now has a five
year plan, a programme of consultation on developments with local people,
and more powers than previously available to decide the direction the town
may take.
Justin says local councils could put people in the driving seat in London,
and bring a greater sense of community to the capital.
One area considering whether to go for a local council is Harlesden, where
campaigns have already brought many improvements and the creation of
the Harlesden Town Team97 . I talked to Leroy Simpson, chair of the team,
about the possible benefits of a new local council. He felt it was one option
that would give people more ownership and governance over the improvements that they have achieved.
Not everyone agrees that more councils would be good for local engagement.
96 http://createacouncil25oct.eventbrite.com/
97 http://www.harlesdentownteam.org/
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There was a lively Guardian-hosted online discussion98 last week on
whether local democracy is in crisis, where Will Perrin, who left a senior
civil service job in Whitehall to set up Talk About Local99 , promoting and
supporting hyperlocal websites, was scathing at the start of the debate:
Local engagement structures are jarringly out of touch with the
communications practices and life pressures of the modern citizen. Possibly only the courts and parliament have a greater
whiff of the C19th about them.
In Kings Cross we have used a very basic website for many
years now to help people access, understand and engage with
local politics to make their area better. It’s run by citizens
following things they are interested in and the council takes
part. We discourage party political slanging and bad behaviour. http://www.kingscrossenvironment.com/
Will argues that tinkering with structures won’t make much difference: you
need to follow where people are going, and for many that is online. He and
others agreed that neighbourhood plans and budgeting are going to be an
important focus for local discussion and decision-making. As I found the
other day, talking to Richard Edwards100 , participatory budgeting is one
way to both engage people on local issues and increase voting.
Later this week I’ll take a look at the Transition Network101 , that ”supports
community-led responses to climate change and shrinking supplies of cheap
energy, building resilience and happiness”.
As Leroy said in our discussion, what’s important is looking at the options
for greater people-powered influence, and deciding what’s appropriate in
any community. Fortunately there are now quite a few.
• Local democracy is important: but will we vote for it?102
←oct/18/live-discussion-local-democracy-crisis?newsfeed= ←true
99 http://talkaboutlocal.org.uk/
100 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=56
101 http://www.transitionnetwork.org/
102 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1705
98 http://www.guardian.co.uk/local-government-network/2011/
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• Rosie Niven provides a good round-up of the background and issues
here for BBC London: Are Londoners ready for parish councils?103
Thanks to Fred Garnett104 for camera work with my iPad. I was using an
iRig mic105 , which works well in noisy situations.
If you couldn’t make it to last night’s London event, there’s another one for
up to 30 people on November 29 – sign up here106 .

103 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-london-14791877
104 https://plus.google.com/118260620660818488175/posts
105 http://www.ikmultimedia.com/irigmic/features/
106 http://createacouncil29nov.eventbrite.com/
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Closing the triangle to explore the idea of
#netfunders
Thursday, October 27, 2011
David Wilcox

I love the way things turn up online if you keep an eye out. I’m shortly
due to do a video interview at the Big Lottery Fund about their vision for
People Powered Change107 , and in particularly how we can explore the benefit of networky ways of doing things to help the community groups who
get grants, and national partners, share ideas and experience.
The BIG Village SOS initiative108 has the BBC, a dedicated website, roadshows and staff to promote sharing. Can we do something lightweight and
complementary, that draws in part on the strength of the hyperlocal movement promoted by Talk About Local109 and others? There people are learning how to use simple online tools to tell their own stories, and connect with
others.
You can read our brief here110 – but in the spirit of social reporting we all
thought it much better to turn it into a public conversation, starting with
the interview. That way people can see who is the BIG champion for this
approach, and we will have a clear framework. We are hoping staff in BIG,
and partner organisations111 , will join in the reporting … and the in-house
107 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk
108 http://www.villagesos.org.uk/
109 http://talkaboutlocal.org.uk/
110 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
111 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/partners/
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reporters will benefit from some top-level leadership and encouragement to
feel comfortable venturing out in public.
This approach is all radical stuff for a big funder – and we have a modest
budget – so I’m looking around for any ideas that will give us confidence,
and help us learn from the experience of others.
That’s where the online serendipity comes in. My friend in the US, Beth
Kanter112 , is a world expert in how networks can benefit nonprofit organisations: she written a great book with Allison Fine113 . That’s the bottom-up
bit. Beth is also writing about the way that funding organisations can embrace and promote networking. The report to read on that is Connected
Citizens114 , which I have recommended to BIG.
Then this morning a tweet pops up from Beth alerting us to a conference she
has been reporting115 about funders and networking. Wow – great context
for my interview at BIG! But how to make the connection? I can send an
email, write a note … but how to do something in the spirit of the open
connecting that we are exploring?
One of the posts on Beth’s blog, Close the triangle116 , from Scott BechtlerLevin, gave me the clue. Scott writes:
”One of many ‘ah-has’ came early during the well facilitated conference. It
was just an off-hand comment from June Holley117 that the basic building
block of network weaving is the “closing of triangles”.118 As June explains
in a 2006 blog post on “Network Weaving 101”119 : “An “open triangle” is
where there is an opportunity to introduce two people by the third person
who knows them both — it is a triangle with one missing link like in the
diagram immediately below. A “closed triangle” is where all three people
know each other.”
112 http://www.bethkanter.org/
113 http://www.bethkanter.org/the-networked-nonprofit/
114 http://www.bethkanter.org/connected-citizens/
115 http://www.bethkanter.org/plenary-session/
116 http://www.bethkanter.org/close-the-triangle/
117 http://www.networkweaving.com/june.html

←weaving-101.html
119 http://www.networkweaving.com/blog/2006/06/network- ←weaving-101.html
118 http://www.networkweaving.com/blog/2006/06/network-
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Scott continues: ”I’ve always been fascinated by how and why some people
“see” open triangles and “act” to close them – while others do not. It was
good to see how different people are aligning sector culture, systems, and
incentives to encourage individuals and institutions to take the extra time
to magnify their impact by closing triangles. We saw evidence of it in the
networking. We see it when people share documents/templates. We see it
through curation and what Beth Kanter called sense making”.
Another Wow. Sense making is one of the three main activities of social
reporting – as I see it120 – together with joining up, and helping others use
new and old media. Closing triangles is reporter as network weaver.
So what I need to do is to write this post, mention Beth, and also Linda
Quinn, director of communications and marketing at BIG, who explains
her role here121 :
”My job I think is one of the best jobs in the world, it’s about engaging
with people and encouraging them to apply for lottery funding. The Big
Lottery Fund distributes approximately 600 million pounds a year to good
causes and that money comes from the lottery playing public, for every
pound that’s played on the lottery, 28p of it goes back to good causes and
the Big Lottery Fund distributes half of that”.
Linda goes on to explain the role of BIG against the backcloth of the Government’s localism agenda, explaining: ”the mission of the Big Lottery
Fund is to bring real improvement to communities and lives of those most
in need. That’s because we want to inspire people to transform their communities: to change mindsets, to change policy, to support innovation and
replication.”
I’ve potentially closed the triangle between two people committed to innovative ways of supporting local action. Knowing both I’m fairly confident
that they will be happy that I’ve done it publicly … and I hope that online
and other exchanges may follow. Beth visits the UK fairly frequently, as
you’ll see from this Guardian event122 , with a video interview here123 .
120 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1305
121 http://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/linda-quinn
122 http://www.guardian.co.uk/voluntary-sector-network/2010/

nov/22/beth-kanter-networked-nonprofits
123 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGimJvqqFkA
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Hmm, maybe we could organise a video link between BIG and Beth, and
show that discussion here. Am I pushing things a bit here? No gain without
a little reporting risk, about which more later.
Update: my tweet on this post was re-tweeted by Big Lottery Fund124 , so
our online conversation seems to be on-track. Thanks BIG.

124 https://twitter.com/#!/BigLotteryFund/statuses
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/129507938699198464
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Transition gives us the best of ingredients
for networking
Thursday, October 27, 2011
David Wilcox

Among networks that help local projects share experience, with support
but not dominance from the centre, the Transition Network125 stands out as
one that blends the best of event facilitation, online systems, and how-to
advice. I think it’s a model that People Powered Change126 should look at
for inspiration.
Today the network announces127 really innovative developments on several
fronts, with an inspiring Transition Companion book about creating local
Transition projects, a directory of the ingredients and tools to do that, and a
set of cards that help people play through the methods.
The role of the network is ”to inspire, encourage, connect, support and train
communities as they self-organise around the transition model, creating initiatives that rebuild resilience and reduce CO2 emissions”.
125 http://www.transitionnetwork.org/
126 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk

←transition-model-leaps-ahead-book-and-ingredients

127 http://www.transitionnetwork.org/news/2011-10-27/
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At their recent conference, which I reported here128 , Transition founder
Rob Hopkins gave a preview workshop129 and explained how the companion is based on pattern language130 . Here’s an interview from the conference
with Charlotte Du Cann, who is also leading a social reporting project131 in
the network.
The previous Transition Handbook132 (pdf here133 ) took people through a
12-step process of setting up a local project – and I find groups love that
sort of apparently simple approach, until they find that it isn’t a simple sequence. The process of building a group, developing ideas, learning new
skills, working with the local council, starting on projects has to be crafted
to the local situation.
Back in the 1970s Christopher Alexander worked with a group of other
architects to develop the book A Pattern Language134 as a way of expressing
the relationship between spaces, buildings, and their components. So – if
you want this sort of house, it may need that sort of setting, and this set of
rooms, which may require that sort of furniture. It’s all about what works
with what. Christopher and Rob met up, as Rob reports here135 .
Rob has used the inspiration of pattern language to recast the handbook as
a companion, using ingredients and tools as an easier-to-understand version of patterns, with lots of examples of the creative activities local groups
engage in during their development. Local groups create the recipes appropriate for them.
My friend Ed Mitchell, who manages the online side of the network,
has worked with his web team to turn the ingredients and tools into a
128 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1563
129 http://sheffield.indymedia.org.uk/2010/06/453429.html
130 http://sheffield.indymedia.org.uk/2010/06/453429.html

←social-reporting-pilot
132 http://transitionculture.org/shop/the-transition-handbook ←/
133 https://docs.google.com/a/socialreporter.com/viewer?url= ←http://transitie.be/userfiles//transition-handbook(1).pdf
134 http://www.patternlanguage.com/leveltwo/ ←patternsframegreen.htm?/leveltwo/../apl/twopanelnlb.htm
135 http://www.transitionnetwork.org/blogs/rob-hopkins ←/2010-12-23/exclusive-transition-culture-interview- ←christopher-alexander
131 http://www.transitionnetwork.org/news/2011-09-18/welcome-
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directory136 around the five main stages of development: Starting out;
Deepening; Connecting; Building and Daring to dream. Within each there
are ingredients (for example, Measurement, Visioning, Building Partnerships, Celebrating, Storytelling), with links showing where other ingredients may be relevant, and what tools are appropriate (for example, Energy
Resilience Assessment, Finance, Volunteers).
Each ingredient has summaries of the Challenge it aims to meet, a Description, and Solution … rather like the original pattern language … together
with longer content.
Translation the Transition companion to an online environment a really impressive achievement. Ed and I have discussed the potential of pattern language in the past, and I’m using some of that thinking in game development
with Drew Mackie … however, Ed has now made it a reality online.
Transition has also given us a download of the set of cards137 , beautifully
designed by Marina Vons-Gupta. The book, the web, and the cards are are
an integrated set of resources that – as far as I know – are unmatched for
this sort of purpose. Anyone know of anything similar?
I have the book, can browse the site, and will now download the cards, and
report further. I just wanted to get something up here quickly, as context
for the interview I’m doing shortly138 about People Powered Change developments.
For those of a technical disposition, the Transition site is built in Drupal139
… and I’m delighted to see that Ed and the team have some additional
funding from the Nominet Trust140 to create a Projects Sharing Engine. Ed
writes:
”We now have an 18 month project to start to bend some virtual boundaries and build some bridges between Transition Initiative websites, en136 http://www.transitionnetwork.org/ingredients

←and-tools-cards
138 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=119
139 http://drupal.org/
140 http://www.transitionnetwork.org/blogs/ed-mitchell ←/2011-09/projects-sharing-engine-update-and-invitation ←-webmasters
137 http://www.transitionnetwork.org/resources/ingredients-
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abling their visitors to read and add to the projects directory all from the
comfort of their own local websites”.
The Transition Network approach is to encourage local groups to develop
in their own way – using some centrally-created ingredients and tools – and
then use the Transition framework to share their experience. The website
aggregates the local content, rather than simply broadcasting centrally.
The Transition approach is different from that adopted by the BIG Village
SOS project141 , for example, which has a centralised system. There’s no
right or wrong – it depends on the context, and what you are trying to
achieve.
I think Transition can go for a decentralised system because there is a strong
set of Transition principles and ingredients that will inform local development, and the content that flows from local groups. They are committed to
sharing.
The many projects funded by BIG, who may share experience through People Powered Change, do not at the moment have anything in common but
the BIG funding. Most of them probably don’t have any web presence …
so it isn’t possible to get a feed from them.
I think what will be needed at the start, if BIG want to move forward, is a
combination of the sort of social reporting project that Transition is piloting,
combined with the local online training and support provided by Talk About
Local. But that’s just a couple of the ingredients, and over the next month
or two we’ll be looking for more.

141 http://www.villagesos.org.uk/
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Can people power bring the internet to
remote communities?
Saturday, October 29, 2011
johnpopham

I’m writing this a few hours before setting off on an odyssey around the
country, highlighting the problems of rural communities which suffer from
poor, or non-existent, broadband connectivity. Many of these communities
are also the same areas which struggle to get mobile phone signals. The idea
for Can’t Get Online Week142 came about due to the clamour of frustration
I heard every year during the official Get Online Week143 from my contacts
in rural communities whose locations at the end of very long copper wires
effectively excludes them from many of the benefits of the modern world.
There has been movement in recent months; Government has pledged some
£530 million to addressing the rural broadband divide. But, match funding rules and procurement regimes, threaten to delay the implementation
of solutions, and, all the time, children are growing up and missing the
opportunity to complete homework tasks online, businesses are relocating
to areas with better connections, and rural areas are being depopulated, in
part due to this disconnection from the 21st century. And, even when the
Government-driven broadband plans are rolled out, there will still be at least
10% of communities which remain beyond reach.
This is why some communities have taken the bit between their teeth and
connected themselves to the network, deploying a wide range of different
technologies, including, crucially, in a number of cases, farmers digging
up their own fields to lay fibre cables. Here’s an example, where Chris
Conder144 tells how she installed fibre connectivity to her own farm in
Lancashire.

142 http://cantgetonlineweek.org.uk
143 http://www.ukonlinecentres.com/get-online-free-courses-

help-support/get-online-week-2011.html
144 http://twitter.com/cyberdoyle
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In the era of people-power and localism, I often find that DIY internetconnectivity in areas the mainstream players cannot reach is still a little
known phenomenon. Similarly, many people who DO enjoy good connections are often ignorant of the plight of the plight of those who don’t. Thus
the twin aims of Can’t Get Online Week. I will be touring rural areas, from
the New Forest, to Essex, Norfolk, Staffordshire, Shropshire, Lancashire,
Cumbria, Durham, Northumberland, and Yorkshire, aiming to tell the stories of the disconnected, and what being disconnected means to their lives,
as well as offering them opportunities to experience what difference being
online, with decent connectivity might make.
This is a story-telling journey. I want to tell the story of disconnected England, while providing the people who live there with an all too rare platform
to tell their own stories. I hope that, by the end of the week, we will have
made some small difference to their lives, brought a little closer the day
when they can get online, and done something to join up the connected and
the disconnected.
There are more details about Can’t Get Online Week at http ←://cantgetonline.org.uk and on Facebook at http://facebook.com/ ←cantgetonline
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Secret ingredient for community
engagement: a slice of pie
Monday, October 31, 2011
David Wilcox

The recent Pathways through Participation report145 highlighted how difficult it can be for councils and other official bodies to engage ”the community”. Community is lots of different people, and they usually follow
their enthusiasms rather than the prescription of policy makers, connecting
around interests or concerns. As I wrote over here146 , it’s proving a challenge, for example, for those who want people to set up new local councils.
On the other hand, there are thousands of examples of people engaged in
amazing local projects. The Transition Network has recently produced a set
of ingredients to help projects develop – as I wrote here147 – with guidance
on how people can create their own recipes.
Although a network like Transition can provide enormous support and
inspiration, people powered change doesn’t necessarily need a cookbook
… though as I found last week, tasty cooking can provide a good starter
145 http://www.involve.org.uk/the-bitesize-pathways-through-

participation-report/
146 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1713
147 http://www.socialreporters.net/
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for community-related conversations.

Over the past couple of years Tessy Britton and friends have developed the
Social Spaces project148 , where food is a recurring theme. When Tessy set
off to run a series of workshops around the country, it was as the Travelling
Pantry149 . That has now evolved into the Community Kitchen150 .
In order to document and inspire more projects, Tessy and editors have created Hand Made books using the Blurb self-publishing system151 . As Tessy
explains here152 , more editors volunteered, and there are scores more Community Lovers Guides in prospect.
I picked up the latest developments when I dropped in to the Changemakers
Fayre at the new Westminster Hub153 last week. There Tessy and Laura
Billings had a simple yet effective recipe for engagement: a free piece of
pie. Or even two. Tessy explained on the Thriving Too blog154 :
148 http://www.socialspaces.org/

←Pantry
150 http://www.socialspaces.org/#1911372/Community-Kitchen
151 http://www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/1541053
152 http://www.socialspaces.org/1603103/Community-Lover-s- ←Guide
153 http://www.hubwestminster.net/
154 http://thrivingtoo.typepad.com/thriving_too/2011/10/ ←social-spaces-why-pie.html
149 http://www.socialspaces.org/#814982/Blogs-about-the-
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Our first thought was to shape an event that brought together
some of the amazing people we know to share some of the research, strategies, and other transdisciplinary emergent community stuff our heads are currently immersed in. Which of
course would have been lovely… and we hope to be doing a
lot of that sort of event in the coming months.
But instead we decided to do a PieLab event for the whole
day on the 28th – thanks to some bright thinking from Laura
Billings. This means that we will just to be hanging out at the
Hub, sharing free pie and chatting to everyone that wants to
pop by.
In all our workshops we talk about PieLab in Greensboro Alabama155 – one of our most inspiring projects. The Changemakers’ Fayre gives us an opportunity not only to talk about
PieLab, publish books about PieLab … but to actually ‘do’
PieLab.
Over a hundred people turned up for a chat, and so rather than press Tessy
for an interview on the spot I asked if she would provide an update afterwards on the Guides. Here it is:
Community Lover’s Guides – with over 35 local editors volunteered so far – are surfacing creative new-style community
projects across the world. Not only are these stories inspirational, but they are revealing and sharing new knowledge being created at community level, by communities themselves,
about how to develop successful projects.
Communities need to learn from one another about how to design whole-community change more strategically – rather than
continue to start up projects which do not work collaboratively
with other projects locally, which are undervalued by government or themselves (largely because they start need to start
small), or that don’t get built upon in a strategic and developmental way.

155 http://pielab.org/
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Roughly 75% of organisational change efforts fail in their attempts to effect transformational whole-scale change. At community level we are only just starting to think about how we
might measure the effects of people-led initiatives properly.
At Social Spaces we are concerned not just with direct impact
assessment and engagement numbers – but in the important
multiple layers of effects (1st, 2nd and 3rd hand effects) these
many projects have on very serious issues such as isolation,
depression, youth offending and unemployment. The level of
sophistication in our thinking that we need to start deploying
is now urgent, if we are to understand how to co-produce our
communities (rather than services), working in collaboration
with local authorities and businesses. I feel that we all need
to become much tougher on ourselves about how we support
this essential level of collaboration, particularly how our policies and funding strategies encourage or harm collaboration at
local level.
Projects and strategies largely don’t fail because of motivation
– but they can and do fail because the knowhow about how to
effect change strategically is emergent expertise at local level.
This new knowhow needs to be recognised and disseminated
into practical, working knowledge. Community Kitchen is our
project which aims to to this. People living in all communities
have the capacity to become ‘social designers’ – very many already are. With the help of hundreds of projects and editors, the
Community Lover’s Guides are going to help this knowledge
of how to do this successfully become more widespread- using
their imaginations and assets – but also the emergent creative
tools and methods available to communities today.
As you can see from Tessy’s description, change takes more than a piece of
piece … but it’s a great place to start.
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Innovating through BIG’s People Powered
Change
Tuesday, November 1, 2011
David Wilcox

Last week I met up up with Linda Quinn, the director of communications
and marketing at Big Lottery Fund, for the interview that I mentioned earlier156 about development of People Powered Change.
It turned out to be quite a long conversation, rather than a simple question
and answer session, with Linda prepared to explore publicly how things
could evolve. That’s very much in the spirit of the social reporting John
Popham, Drew Mackie and I are engaged in157 .
Here’s the main part of our chat. I’ve pulled out below some of the ideas we
developed, expanded a few based on other discussions, and checked with
Linda that I’m in tune with her thinking.
I hope this note, with the video, gives us some strong story lines around
social innovation at several levels.
The overall theme was how to use open sharing and collaboration in order
to promote and support people-led change with this conversation setting an
open style.
This might be achieved by BIG using its convening power as well as its
funds; releasing more of the potential of its partnership with other agencies;
helping groups learn from each other; supporting the use and development
of social media, including mobile phone apps.
As Linda says in the interview, there are some formal processes to go
through in BIG – so at the moment this is really thinking out loud.
I started by quoting the People Powered Change web site158 : ”In 2011 and
beyond BIG will use its size, reach, knowledge, networks and credibility as

156 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=119
157 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
158 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
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a platform to champion new approaches to People Powered Change. Working alongside communities, partners and government we have the potential
to support community-led action”. Further background is on the ppchange
site, and in earlier posts on this blog.
Here’s some of the new story lines and explorations as I see them:
How can BIG use its influence and convening power – as well as funding –
for social innovation?
• BIG can work with its partners in ppchange to develop new ways of
working, drawn from their experience. Working together creatively
can yield more than the separate, funded programmes. How can we
catalyse that?
• There are thousands of grant proposals being processed by BIG at any
one time, with many innovative ideas. How could these be shared?
• Many groups don’t know about Lottery funding, but marketing budgets are limited. We should use a mix of media and methods, and the
power of networks, to reach them and offer the opportunity. What
successful examples can we build on?
• The people who invest their pounds in the Lottery could be a channel
for telling groups that they know about funding opportunities. Is that
feasible?
How can we help groups who already get funding – and those who might
be funded – share their ideas and experience? Linda believes it is important
that groups have the capability to tell their own stories.
• The Media Trust will do some of that through its news hubs159 . How
will that work in practice, and link with other approaches?
• The network of hyperlocal bloggers and community media enthusiasts developing around the country could support local groups. We
should explore that.
How can we release the creativity of the many people working in this field,
both nationally and locally?
159 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1488
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• First of all by doing some mapping of who is doing what
• Then open ourselves up for ideas and a process to co-design ways
forward. That will start with ppchange partners, but might expand
early next year with an online space as well as events.
We also talked about the way that social media – including mobile phone
apps – could be used by groups to involve more people in their neighbourhood, for example by reporting problems and finding routes to action.
In practice, the next steps for John, Drew and I will be to do some mapping
of who’s who in the field, guided by the framework I’ve outlined above,
and then get together with staff from BIG and partner agencies to extend
our reporting work.
Overall the interview – and other conversations with BIG staff – left me
feeling that what we need is a group of social innovation reporters. That
is, we are not just reporting events, local action, and programme announcements – but trying to move things forward by following up some of the story
lines above.
Not so much: ”what’s happening?” but ”why can’t we give that a try?” That
will involve spotting good ideas, making introductions by closing some triangles, and convening some workshops as all as writing openly about our
explorations. We should also talk to others who are specialists in open innovation processes. Fortunately that’s a speciality of NESTA, one of the
ppchange partners, so I’m hoping for some help there.
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Social reporting through the social silicon
valleys
Wednesday, November 2, 2011
noelhatch

Events where citizens can work with councils and other agencies to design
innovative projects and services are a great way way to give a real boost
to people powered change. Two years ago Amy Sample Ward and I helped
facilitate and report Transformed by You160 with Kent and Medway Councils. The event was preceded by online ideas generation, and an online
community.
Kent is noted for working with other partners, as you can see here161 , and
Noel Hatch is at the heart of that as Project and Research Lead. We thought
Noel was the ideal person to give us an update on digitally enabled innovation with communities in the run up to the next event in Kent. He came
up with this really rich mix. – David Wilcox
As we’re preparing for our innovation camp162 , we’ve been reflecting on
how we can stimulate collaboration between entrepreneurs, students163
and communities164 . Having just seen the impressive Civicrowd being
used in South Holland (to my surprise, it’s in England) developed165 by
@davebriggs166 and it provoked a couple of thoughts as I was reporting a
delayed train to @fixmytransport167 that had succumbed to the ”terror of
the leaves”.
The conversation around localism can be exclusive and excluding with the
language being used…without even beginning to understand its variants
such as ”guided localism168 ”. But actually if we start looking at what social and digital innovators are developing to help councils and communities
160 http://socialreporter.com/?p=799
161 http://www.openkent.org.uk/
162 http://bit.ly/vjJ2tU
163 http://bit.ly/srGB3R
164 http://bit.ly/sucPSb
165 http://bit.ly/v3Gro9
166 http://bit.ly/vwZyMY
167 http://bit.ly/sniQqd
168 http://bit.ly/ubVMIy
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come together to develop new forms of local social action, they are creating:
1. New forms of community insight by enabling citizens to submit
ideas in easy & meaningful ways
2. Digital tools for micro social action which although not started
up on the Shoreditch Roundabout169 could aggregate to a ”social
silicon valley”
New forms of community insight by enabling citizens to submit ideas
in easy & meaningful ways
With various councils launching calls for ideas or competitions, whether it’s
involving staff and users to rethink ways of working170 (@futuresurrey171 ),
crowdsourcing ideas for ward budgets172 , developing a bank of social capital173 (@innovationbank174 ) or connecting civil society students with digital
entrepreneurs to stimulate digital innovation in communities175
We’ve been looking at how we can make sense of their ideas not just to
judge them as part of the competition, but in terms of community insight.
We’ve been prototyping ways176 to make sense of the ideas put forward
through mapping a ”neighbourhood of ideas177 ”, creating personas on how
people want to help each other178 .
How could think tanks or government departments make use of these
”banks of idea data” to understand how localism is being played out and
what could support it
Wouldn’t it be great if researchers could use this data to develop new ways
of making sense of this community insight in really meaningful and compelling ways? Could these ideas be used to create Community Lovers
169 http://bit.ly/rPrrJJ
170 http://bit.ly/pG2Rx9
171 http://bit.ly/rvmgyy
172 http://bit.ly/vqXhjL
173 http://bit.ly/iA68K9
174 http://bit.ly/rP9o40
175 http://bit.ly/submityouridea
176 http://bit.ly/nSNgES
177 http://bit.ly/tsV5FW
178 http://bit.ly/sucPSb
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Guide179 in people’s neighbourhoods, so that they live beyond competitions?
Digital tools for micro social action could aggregate to a ”social silicon
valley”
Whether its Civicrowd or Fix My Transport, these tools have all been created through gaps in the technology or even the consumer market, but
through unmet needs in public services and communities in how citizens can
feed in their ideas or insights. NESTA’s ”Make it Local”180 is the standout
programme that is jumpstarting this new economy from a digital perspective while Hub Westminster181 is creating the spaces for people to build the
social infrastructure to enable this. We’ve been much more modestly working with our local business school to help people develop business models
for their ideas and with our service users to test the prototypes out182 as well
as intergenerational & artistic activities183 to provoke creative tensions.
How else could this be stimulated by councils, civil society and
social entrepreneurs themselves?
Just as we have digital missions184 (@futuregov185 ) to the US, could we have digital travelling
tours across neighbourhoods similar to @johnpopham186 ‘s #cantgetonline
adventure187 or a digital transition handbook modelling on the Transition
Town’s very own188 ? This could help stimulate communities to use tools to
help them work with councils to better design solutions together, but also
support digital entrepreneurs in showcasing their tools to the people that
could benefit from them?
Social reporters would be valuable not just to connect these ideas and tools
between communities, but to get people with those ideas to discover and
link up with people in other neighbourhoods with similar issues!
179 http://bit.ly/rDrvQl
180 http://bit.ly/cxXrXv
181 http://bit.ly/rPRn3i
182 http://bit.ly/oY0Lnp
183 http://bit.ly/qxSRZB
184 http://bit.ly/tFyJoY
185 http://bit.ly/uByHEY
186 http://bit.ly/vwTgK3
187 http://bit.ly/slug52
188 http://bit.ly/vivrUP
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Making sense of localism for academics
and activists
Friday, November 4, 2011
David Wilcox

One issue I’m exploring in this work on People Powered Change189 is how
we might help bridge the communications gap between what policy people and researchers talk about at conferences, and what information and
conversations may be useful to local groups. That seems particularly significant when the topic is community action.
I’ve a hunch it is a big gap, so I was interested when James Derounian190
got in touch about a conference on Localism191 , because James is a principal lecturer at the University of Gloucester who has also been a rural
community worker. He was presenting at the conference on Big Society,
which I think has faded as a call to community action192 , but it still a policy framework.
I asked James if he would guest blog a piece here, and let me have his
slides for upload, which he kindly did – see below. There are some really
interesting story lines which I hope to follow up later – particularly around
neighbourhood plans.
I then pushed James a bit more, and asked him what he would say, conversationally, in non-academic/policy terms, to someone in a group who asked
”after going to the conference, what is localism and what does it mean for
my neighbourhood?”
Here’s James’s slides, his community-friendly summary, and report. I’ll
now see if I can get a contribution from someone working on neighbourhood
plans or asset transfer, and hopefully spark further conversation. Meanwhile a big thank you to James, who is definitely a gap-bridger, further
demonstrated by enthusiastic contributions over on Our Society193 .
189 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
190 http://resources.glos.ac.uk/faculties/ehs/sciences/staff/

jderounian.cfm
191 http://www.isbe.org.uk/RSALocalism
192 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1740
193 http://oursociety.org.uk/profile/JamesDerounian
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Localism regional studies presentation by James Derounian194
James’s summary
”The conference showed how the word ‘localism’ is vaguely and variously
thrown about……rather like the term ‘sustainability’. So a speaker working
in Manchester believed that his work across the city demonstrated ‘localism’……
There are two sides to the localism ‘coin’: First, central government is saying that it will give power to local councils and communities to make decisions; but in fact a lot of this seems to be centralism masquerading as
localism; just take the Neighbourhood Plan idea – these DIY community
plans will only be able to approve the same or more development than that
set down by the district-borough-unitary councils. So localism is heavily
constrained.
On the other hand there are real opportunities for communities to develop
their own neighbourhood/community plans, and take over assets. Here’s
where you can get more help: On Neighbourhood Planning = PlanningAid
tel: 020 3206 1880 email: info@planningaid.rtpi.org.uk; and if you are
thinking of taking over a local asset try the Asset Transfer Unit http:// ←atu.org.uk/ ”
James Derounian’s conference report
I wonder whether it’s particular to academics, or if it’s just a truism about
conferences? The Regional Studies Association conference I attended in
Manchester, 3 November – “Localism: sufficient and fit for purpose?” –
had a familiar mix of thought-provoking presentations, plus useful networking, interspersed with the inane and unearthly! At the less edifying end of
the spectrum there was one speaker who, in explaining a straightforward
point, insisted on prefacing it with “it’s what I call”! Not to mention another gem earnestly communicated as “consumption cleavages”….the mind
boggles!
So what pearls of wisdom were gleaned? The Town & Country Planning
Association representative was refreshingly direct, referring to the localism
agenda as a “vomit of policies”; and he foresaw that “the disappointment
194 http://www.slideshare.net/davidwilcox/localism-regional-
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and resentment of failed Neighbourhood Plans will be massive.” Meanwhile
Tim Brown, from De Montfort University, pointed to the “top down role
of government in approving Local Enterprise Partnerships and their board
membership”. This theme of localism as centralism in disguise was a running theme. Prof Mike Raco from UCL, raised the interesting possibility,
related to the conference title: how to assure localism “sufficient and fit
for purpose”, of landed estates – like those of the Dukes of Westminster
and Northumberland – being transferred (back) to communities…in order
to foster Big Society ventures and make them happen.
There were sessions on localism and the environment and sub-national manifestations of localism. In addition there were international contributions
about Ireland, Italy, Poland, Finland, Poland and Brazil. In my own presentation I asked the question ‘Big Society: BIG Deal or big deal?’ I tried
to strip away some of the obscuring language to see Big Society for what
it (ideally) is: Encouraging communities towards self-determination. I also
raised issues like – do we spectate as far as localism is concerned or engage? Regardless of the Localism Act I believe that communities need to
make localism their own. How can they do this? For example by assuming
a community right to support – whereby parish councils & local charities
finance initiatives addressing community needs. Similarly a community
right to plan – this would put the onus on the community as to whether or
not to pursue a Community Led Plan, which may (or may not) incorporate
a statutory Neighbourhood Plan.
I also pointed to the ‘bad and ugly’: For example the very real concern that
the gap between haves and have nots is inexorably widening: “for he that
hath, to him shall be given: and he that hath not, from him shall be taken
even that which he hath” (Mark’s Gospel). This picks up on a theme in the
wonderfully titled article ‘Community participation in development: nine
plagues and twelve commandments’ (2000 page 45), in which the authors
argue that the “main aim of community participation programmes is less
about improving conditions for the poor or to modifying forms of decisionmaking, than maintaining existing power relations in society and ensuring
the silence of the poor.” Ouch.
It would seem that the Big Society house is being constructed whilst – simultaneously – the foundations are undermined by cuts. As time goes by it
is interesting to see the way in which the toxic/tainted brand – Big Society –
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seems to be giving way to a revival of EF Schumacher’s 1973 credo Small
is Beautiful. In which he argued that the “best aid to give is intellectual aid,
a gift of useful knowledge. A gift of knowledge is infinitely preferable to
a gift of material things.” A variant on the community development slogan
“give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish and
you feed him for a lifetime”. But then – as a teacher – I would approve of
this!
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The future of online sharing is mobile,
appified and people-centred
Tuesday, November 8, 2011
David Wilcox

Earlier today I went to an excellent seminar on the Business of Collaboration195 , about online systems and support for knowledge sharing and
collaboration. I wanted to find whether experience in the private and public sector could be useful in development of People Powered Change as a
knowledge-sharing space196 .
I had high hopes, because one of those speaking was Steve Dale197 , who designed communities of practice for local government, and then worked on
the successor knowledge hub as I reported here198 . The hub is built using
Intelligus199 , an open source software platform from PFIKS, who hosted
the seminar at the Dorchester Hotel. More here about Knowledge Hub development200 . This year Steve is again chairing the Online Information
Conference201 .
There was a lot of expertise in the room, and substantial presentations,
which I’ll come back to later if they are posted online. Intelligus is clearly
a very sophisticated technical product, that goes far beyond the sort of systems that focus on project management, document storage and sharing, with
added discussion. It has features like those in Facebook and LinkedIn, emphasising relationships as well as content.
However, our hosts and speakers were at pains to emphasise that tech on
its own does not lead to sharing. In organisations that’s highly dependent
on leadership from the chief executive in creating a sharing culture, and
also on people to support network development and nurturing of the online
195 http://nov8.intelligus.net/people.html
196 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
197 http://steve-dale.net/
198 http://socialreporter.com/?p=659
199 http://www.intelligus.net/
200 http://www.intelligus.net/blogs/-/blogs/11939/maximized
201 http://steve-dale.net/2011/11/04/online-information-

conference-2011/
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community. That’s a theme I explored in a workshop a couple of years ago,
when – thanks to Steve – I was asked to run a session on The Next Big
Thing in Knowledge Management. Scary – but I found a way around the
challenge. I tested the idea that we can best learn through good conversations – by giving people in the workshop some conversation starters, and
asking them what they thought about the next big thing. It worked pretty
well - reports here202 and here203 .
The lessons for People Powered Change are that we’ll need some leadership
from Big Lottery Fund and partners204 in developing a social space, and
people who will help with the connecting and storytelling … whether called
community reporters, hyperlocal bloggers or social reporters. Watch this
blog for more on that from BIG and the partners, who will start blogging
shortly. I’m excited by the way their ideas are developing.
In good reporter fashion, I was listening out at the seminar for a couple
of unusual stories, and picked those up from Steve, and also from Richard
Millwood of Bolton University205 .
listen to ‘Richard Millwood’ on Audioboo206
Richard is seeking to develop a degree qualification based around people’s
learning in the job they are doing – not from the formal offerings of an
educational establishment. I thought that since community groups often
learn on the job, in developing their projects, rather than consulting toolkits
and knowledge portals, there might be value in exploring the approaches
Richard is developing for people-centred learning. More here about interdisciplinary inquiry-based learning207 .
The other story I focussed on was in Steve’s presentation, when he mentioned the idea of a store of enterprise apps. An increasing problem in
knowledge sharing is that people want a kind of one-stop-shop, but find
content spread around lots of different places. One solution might be rather
like the way that we increasingly get content through purpose-built apps for
202 http://socialreporter.com/?p=662
203 http://socialreporter.com/?p=663
204 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/partners/
205 http://blog.richardmillwood.net/about/
206 http://audioboo.fm/boos/536429-richard-millwood
207 http://idibl.bolton.ac.uk/
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our phones and tablets, rather than web sites. Companies and public bodies will develop apps that aggregate and package data and other content for
specific services and solutions. An enterprise app store would be the framework within which those apps were developed so they worked together.
listen to ‘Steve Dale’ on Audioboo208
Steve’s ideas gave a boost to my thinking about a social app store – which
I’ve written about here209 as approach for People Powered Change, and
which co-reporter John Popham has also developed210 . Put simply, people
involved in local action will want useful stuff bundled up and accessible
on their phones … not spread around lots of different sites run by various organisations. It’s up to the organisations involved in People Powered
Change, and other programmes, to think about the user experience, and how
they can make access to knowledge as easy as possible. Linda Quinn, who
heads up ppchange, mentioned apps in the interview we did recently211 , so
I think there’s scope for further thinking there.
Steve also suggested that technology development for knowledge sharing
should be mobile-first. It used to be that you designed for a desktop PC, and
then thought about the mobile experience. That should now be reversed.
The use of phones and tablets is developing rapidly in business because it
frees people from the constraints that may be applied to their desktop machines. In the community, practically everyone will have a phone – increasingly a smartphone – but not necessarily be good at using a computer.
Steve and I also talked about the importance of online facilitation, community management and social reporting (which I describe here212 ). Maybe
there’s scope for a network of networker builders, and some knowledge
sharing among ourselves.
As you’ll see above, I used the excellent Audioboo app213 on my iPhone
as a change from shooting some video. It is much easier to use in a noisy
environment. Also available for Android and Nokia. I also found it is a bit
208 http://audioboo.fm/boos/536745-steve-dale
209 http://socialreporter.com/?tag=socialappstore
210 http://johnpopham.wordpress.com/2011/01/17/towards-the-

social-app-store/
211 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=159
212 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1305
213 http://audioboo.fm/
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more conversational: the technology isn’t getting in the way … and that’s
what we should aim for.
Update: I posted this over on my personal blog, where Steve Dale has
commented:
A great example of ‘social reporting” – thanks for being there and for your
excellent summary of the event. I hope we can follow-up on the ‘App Store”
discussion – so far an untapped resource on Knowledge Hub. The technology is in place – we just need the apps. Hope to talk soon.
I’ll be following up on that
Update:
• The presentations are now online here214
• Steve has posted his together with a commentary215

214 http://www.intelligus.net/8th-nov.-event-presentations
215 http://steve-dale.net/2011/11/13/the-business-of-
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Social networks could help embed
reciprocity says NESTA CEO Geoff Mulgan
Wednesday, November 9, 2011
David Wilcox

Geoff Mulgan’s recent Edith Kahn Memorial lecture included some themes
very relevant to the idea of People Powered Change216 , particularly ways
in which the golden rule of “doing unto others as you would have done
unto you” could be practically applied across society – whether amongst
politicians, banks, commercial situations or daily life.
Geoff emphasised the potential for an explosion of innovation around platforms for giving – making social networks truly social:
So far social networks have generated vast wealth for a few, and
have changed much about our daily lives. But they have done
surprisingly little to change how social needs are dealt with.
Quite what shape the new social networks will take remains
unclear – but they have the potential to transform the giving of
time every bit as much as networks have transformed retailing
and so many other fields over the last decade.
Geoff is the chief executive of NESTA217 , one of the partners in ppchange.
He was giving the lecture at the House of Commons for the UK volunteering
and training charity, CSV.
After talking about choice architecture, and the way that commercial pressures shape the options we are given (citing bottled water for sale at airports
and stations instead of public drinking fountains), Geoff went on to suggest
that we need to embed reciprocity in our institutions and daily lives:
What if we paid the same attention to choice architectures for
mobilising time as we do for consumption? What if we paid as
much attention to choice architectures that reinforce the golden
rule as we do for buying bottles?
216 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
217 http://www.nesta.org.uk/
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What kinds of pattern would we see? I don’t think it’s that hard
to imagine some very different patterns.
Imagine as much advertising and communication about how
we might share our time as there is about goods.
Imagine that timebanks and carebanks became as visible as
monetary banks, perhaps embedded in daily institutions – as
the organisation Spice is doing with schools and housing – and
imagine if they offered different kinds of accounts, where time
given now might get you credits in the future.
Imagine far more networks like the Canadian model Tyze that
surrounds a vulnerable older people with an online circle of
support, informal and formal, friends and family plus doctor,
to coordinate support.
Imagine more ubiquitous prompting to give – we’ve now followed countries like Spain in prompting charitable giving at
ATMs and on tax forms, and there are many other places where
similar prompts could be made automatic.
Imagine if every station had a digital notice board listing what
community activities are happening that day or that week.
Imagine if instead of annoying cold callers selling insurance,
once a week you were asked by email to take part in crowdfunding for new projects in the community.
Imagine the many tools now mainstream in business – like recommendation engines; tripadviser type sites – being mobilised
for giving.
Imagine if all of the main creative industries – like computer
games – found ways to integrate giving and sharing into fun.
Or a world where every employer at appraisal times asked –
have you thought of using your skill for a voluntary purpose
beyond work?
And imagine an honours system that was as local as national,
with much more recognition for the people who give and share
their time selflessly.
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None of this is far-fetched and elements of all of these examples
already exist.
Some – but not all – make use of new technologies that make
it far easier to orchestrate giving and sharing. And there are
now many examples worldwide of social network technologies being adapted to social needs – like Ushahidi in disaster
relief, Kiva in loans, the collaborative consumption platforms
like Couchsurfing, Freecycle or Buzzcar.
These are of great interest to me at the moment because NESTA
is managing, for the Cabinet Office, the ‘Innovation in Giving’
Fund which will support creative ideas to take platforms for
giving and sharing to a higher level.
We’ve received over 400 applications in our first round – all of
whose video pitches can be seen online – and the sheer range
and quality of imagination is breathtaking.
They are all confirmation that the internet has a great untapped
potential to shift choice architectures in this way.
Social networks really are beginning to become more social.
And their promise is to embed different kinds of behaviour in
daily life.
NESTA will be contributing more to this blog, particularly around their
work on Neighbourhood Challenge218 .
• Press release from CSV219
• Speech in full220
• Geoff’s blog221

218 http://www.nesta.org.uk/blogs/neighbourhood_challenge
219 http://www.csveducation.org.uk/press/giving-sharing-and-

looting-challenges-community-hard-times
220 http://www.csv.org.uk/about-us/edith-kahn-memorial- ←lectures/edith-kahn-memorial-lecture-2011
221 http://www.nesta.org.uk/blogs/geoffs_blog
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How Charitable Trusts and Foundations
can use Social Media
Thursday, November 10, 2011
johnpopham

On 8th November, some 30 people gathered for an event in the Guildhall,
London, hosted by the Association of Charitable Foundations222 , on how
Charitable Trusts and Foundations can use social media. Speakers were two
Chief Executives in the sector who have become well known for their use
of social media for both personal and professional reasons, Toby Blume223 ,
of Urban Forum224 , and Peter Wanless225 of the Big Lottery Fund226 . Both
speakers gave an interesting insight into how they blend their personal and
professional profiles to engage people using social media.
Toby gave the audience a tour through different social media tools, outlining his 5 C’s of how social media can add value to an organisation’s
work: Connection, Collaboration, Commerce, Campaigning, and Communication. Toby communicated the message that no organisation can ignore
social media channels today, particularly through the story of the United
Airlines passenger whose guitar was broken by baggage handlers, and who
released a song about the experience on Youtube which resulted in 180 million dollars being wiped off the airline’s stock value in four days, and which,
to date, has had over 11 million views. From a personal point of view, Toby
recounted how a tweet questioning the official publicity about banks channelling money through Big Society Capital led to him being interviewed on
Radio 4‘s ”Today” programme.
Here’s Toby’s presentation:
Foundations & social media227

222 http://www.acf.org.uk/
223 http://twitter.com/tobyblume
224 http://www.urbanforum.org.uk/
225 http://twitter.com/peterwanless
226 http://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
227 http://www.slideshare.net/tobyblume/foundations-social-
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View more presentations228 from Toby Blume229
Peter Wanless talked about how his own use of social media started almost
accidentally, and happened well ahead of its adoption by his organisation.
Peter believes his own social media use, and the example it set, both allowed
him to push for its wide adoption by the Big Lottery Fund, and gave staff
within the organisation confidence to experiment themselves. He admitted
to initial nervousness among some staff at the way social media communication subverted some of the hierarchical relationships, but he believes
that BIG is on it’s way to becoming an open, sharing organisation, which is
setting an example to others. He illustrated this by describing how photos
and messages from the National Lottery Awards ceremony on the previous
Saturday evening were released live on the web from a number of sources,
when, in earlier years, it would have been a case of carefully managed press
releases going out on the following Monday morning.
Expressing a sentiment which is common to many social media users, Peter
described how he has reluctantly come to accept the widely-held view of
him as the ”tweeting Chief Executive”, as he feels that he is on a constant
learning curve. Here is Peter’s presentation.
Peter Wanless acf social media 8 nov 11230
View more presentations231 from Toby Blume232
A lively question and answer session followed. Audience members were
particularly interested in how small organisations could adopt social media
when they have few resources or staff. Peter’s response was that he does
most of his tweeting on the train to and from the office, when he would otherwise be bored or reading the newspaper, and he no longer needs to buy a
newspaper because he gets all his news from Twitter. Toby suggested that
social media should not be seen an additional burden, but that it can streamline processes and replace out-dated practices. Thus, he also no longer buys
a newspaper, sends and receives a lot less emails, and blogs instead of writing policy papers.
228 http://www.slideshare.net/
229 http://www.slideshare.net/tobyblume
230 http://www.slideshare.net/tobyblume/peter-wanless-acf-

social-media-8-nov-11
231 http://www.slideshare.net/
232 http://www.slideshare.net/tobyblume
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Another issue concerning attendees was how to persuade trustees, many of
whom are older people, that social media was a legitimate use of time and resources. Gentle introductions to the tools were suggested, and an approach
which seeks to tie in with trustees’ personal interests. Toby suggested that
the United Airlines video could be a powerfully persuasive tool.
During the discussion, Peter Wanless touched on the reason David
Wilcox233 , Drew Mackie and I234 have been engaged to work with the Big
Lottery Fund, when he talked about how the Fund hopes to use its influence
gently to persuade organisations it funds to move themselves to approaches
based on open data and sharing of their practices and lessons using social
media. Here is the audio of what Peter had to say on this subject:
As the event wound up, I caught up with both Peter and Toby for interviews
about their impressions of the day.

233 http://twitter.com/davidwilcox
234 http://twitter.com/johnpopham
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There seemed to be a lot of positive intent in the room to go away and
apply the practices described by the speakers, and there were clearly some
of those present who already had stories to tell. As David Wilcox and I
have advocated elsewhere, one of the keys to successful social media use
is the ability to tell compelling stories. Charitable Trusts and Foundations
have lots of stories to tell about the differences they have made to the lives
of individuals and communities, and, social media can provide them with
platforms via which to tell such stories which can be far more compelling
and engaging than dry and dusty reports which sit on shelves unread. As
we progress through the work that the Social Reporters team is doing with
the Big Lottery Fund, we are getting much support for this approach, and
hope to see it much more widely adopted in future.
And, if you still doubt the power of social media; here is the United Airlines
video highlighted in Toby’s presentation:
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Moving from join us, join in, to join up
yourselves
Thursday, November 10, 2011
David Wilcox

I’ve used this diagram a few times in the past to start conversations about
the move from hierarchical structures to more networky ones – including a
couple of years ago235 , where Clay Shirky was talking about the changes
that membership organisations need to make. Sending out newsletters and
central event invites won’t pull in the subs when people can use social networks to organise for themselves. The organisations won’t survive.
I’ve used the diagram more recently to talk to people about the sort of online
and face-to-face sharing space for social innovation that People Powered
Change might become in fulfilling the vision set out here236 by Linda Quinn
for the Big Lottery Trust (BIG). Increasingly people use social networks for
knowledge sharing, and in addition Geoff Mulgan argued recently237 that
they are one good way to help embed reciprocity in our society.
235 http://socialreporter.com/?p=516
236 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=159
237 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=196
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The idea of helping people share peer-to-peer, and not through a hub, chimes
with the remarks reported here by John Popham238 from Toby Blume of Urban Forum, and Peter Wanless, of BIG. Both are chief executives in the new
mould, using social media themselves and encouraging staff to do the same.
While John was reporting Toby and Peter’s presentations, I was hearing at
the Business of Collaboration seminar239 that organisational adoption of social media and networky behaviour won’t happen without that leadership. I
also heard that the future will increasingly be mobile, with content delivered
through apps, not conventional web sites.
So – it is possible to argue, at least anecdotally, that becoming more networky is important for individual learning, social cohesion, and organisational survival. People Centred Change, and communications.
At the moment a lot of organisations still work in model 1. Command and
control structure, bureaucratic procedures, limited sharing outside the organisation, formal collaborations, restrictions on the use of social media.
This still applies in some big organisations in the community and voluntary
sector … and funding regimes don’t help. When you have to compete furiously with other organisations on the landscape for grants and contracts
there’s pressure to keep things to yourselves. Your funders are probably
hierarchical too… so everything chugs along as normal until the grants and
contracts dry up and you find that the people you were serving are finding
they can get along without you. Am I exaggerating? Not much, I think.
All this applies in strength when looking at knowledge-sharing. It is very
difficult to maintain traditional knowledge portals, with high editorial overheads, in a sector that doesn’t expect to pay for services, grants are increasingly scarce, and where advertising revenue is unlikely to be available. But
how about model 2, where a number of organisations might collaborate to
provide complementary services? That’s already on the horizon for People
Powered Change, with initial partner investments240 made in Your Square
Mile, Media Trust, Unltd, and Young Foundation. There are earlier posts
on my personal blog241 .

238 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=193
239 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=180
240 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/partners/
241 http://socialreporter.com/?tag=ppchange
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The challenge is going to be to expand from model 2 into model 3 – where
people are making their own connections peer-to-peer as well as with some
hubs. The joining-up in the peer-to-peer network comes partly from hubs,
but also from sociable events designed for developing and sharing innovative ideas, like this and this242 , and also I believe by developing the practice
of social reporting243 . We need network builders as well as networking
people.
While it is possible – in theory – to design the move towards model 3,
in practice it is really difficult unless the people involved have some personal experience of networked communications and networky ways of doing things. It can seem like a foreign country – and the leadership of people
like Toby Blume and Peter Wanless is important to give people confidence.
The Transition Network, as I wrote here244 , is a terrific example of central
support that helps to build local projects – not own them. The book, the
Networked Non Profit245 , by Beth Kanter and Allison Fine, is an essential
read. However, when learning to swim there’s no substitute for getting into
the pool – and so as part of our work with BIG we are exploring how to pilot some peer-to-peer communication, probably using Google Plus246 . I’ll
report later … well, actually, some of it will be open so you’ll be able to
see how we get on. The best networking often involves food – so I wonder
if Tessy and Laura would run a Pie Lab247 for the pioneers. The best ideas
are often the simplest.

242 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1130
243 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1674
244 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=129
245 http://bit.ly/networkednp
246 https://plus.google.com
247 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=149
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Trust people to tell their own stories of how
they use BIG grants
Saturday, November 12, 2011
David Wilcox

In this guest post, Will Perrin suggests local websites can help the development of People Powered Change248 – if people are trusted to tell their own
stories about their grant-funded projects. Will runs Talk About Local249 , a
company that has helped hundreds of individuals and groups set up local
websites and online communities.
Giving people their own voice through the lottery to talk for themselves
about the change a grant has made is the ultimate in people powered
change.
The lottery is one of the most remarkable new institutions of my generation
– changing lives and communities across the nation without the dead hand
of policy nor political favour. Yet when historians look back on our contemporary records for the impact that the billions of pounds of grants have
made they may be disappointed. There will be far more column inches
(whatever ‘columns’ and ‘inches’ are) on a handful of ‘failed’ projects than
there will be on hundreds of thousands of successful ones. They will mainly
find press releases, turgid case studies and carping academic studies. Sadly,
the voices of people who received lottery grants largely won’t be there.
In the newspaper age, this was perhaps inevitable – the only way you could
get your voice heard was through the distorting lens of the mass media.
Durable, accessible personal accounts only arose through academic mass
observation. Today in an age of the mass market internet the lottery could
help people find their own voice online. It’s incredibly easy now to create
a simple website or twitter account that gives you your own voice. Web
companies have spent hundreds of millions creating online services that are
easy to use for the regular person online for free – wordpress.com, posterous, blogger, twitter, Facebook etc. If you can use web mail (hotmail,
gmail, yahoo mail) then you can make a simple website250 . But many people
248 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=159
249 http://talkaboutlocal.org.uk/
250 http://cricklade.wordpress.com/
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don’t know these services exist.
The lottery could encourage or require people in receipt of grant to write
about the experience online in simple blogs that they own and run or twitter
accounts or Facebook pages. This requires a simple change of assumption –
the lottery must generally assume that people are literate, numerate, honest
etc – and in 2011 they can assume that the majority of people they work
with are proficient enough to master, the very basic skills to create a voice
online once they have been pointed to the right service
There are some important caveats though – this isn’t and mustn’t be confused with journalism. It’s simply people finding their own voice, calling
something citizen journalism is a quick way to finish it off so low is that profession in public esteem251 . People should be encouraged to use free mass
market platforms like posterous.com252 wordpress.com253 blogger.com254 ,
twitter, Facebook pages. Then they have a stake in something they control
themselves. They aren’t doing something on a Lottery controlled platform.
It also removes liability, technology risk and makes things fairly cheap and
quick to start. People need to be given a nudge – perhaps being let off
reporting requirements in return for writing to a blog or being made to do
so. The lottery could experiment with the best approach. And above all
the Lottery has to be comfortable with letting go of control and engaging in
conversation with its grantees in public.
My public service company Talk About Local255 helps people do this across
the country. We give people the basic skills and confidence they need to tell
their stories online. We have helped NESTA support their grant winners
in precisely the sort of public reporting described above. It led to wonderful colourful storytelling about the marvellous neighbourhood challenge
projects256 .
The Lottery could be at the heart of a remarkable grass roots flowering of
local voices as a by product of its grant making. Unleashing the voices of
←=32
252 http://posterous.com
253 http://wordpress.com
254 http://blogger.com/
255 http://talkaboutlocal.org
256 http://nchallenge.wordpress.com/2011/04/15/blogging-the- ←challenge/
251 http://www.ipsos-mori.com/newsevents/ca/ca.aspx?oItemId
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thousands of people as they change their lives and communities is a tantalising goal. And it’s easily in reach.
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BIGGING up People Powered Change?
Tuesday, November 15, 2011
David Wilcox

In this guest post, Shaun Walsh, from the Big Lottery Fund, opens up a
conversation about how BIG might develop People Powered Change. This
builds on some exploratory work started a few weeks ago here257 and calls
on others to share their learning, experience and insights on how BIG can
help develop supportive networks and supportive ideas.
How does a national funder, supporting community projects with as little
as £300, maximise the impact and learning from its funding? What support and networks could a funder enable to help people and projects help
themselves? What is the next social innovation or intervention that a funder
could intelligently make that would support communities in these aims?
From March this year we (Big Lottery Fund258 ) identified ’People Powered Change259 ’ (PPC) as a platform to build, accelerate and extend
new and different approaches to develop great community-led action already underway across England. The announcement was accompanied by
grants to UnLtd’s Big Venture Challenge260 ; Your Square Mile261 ; Young
Foundation’s Building Local Activism;262 Media Trust263 ; and NESTA’s
Neighbourhood Challenge264 . Ten months on, we’ve asked them to contribute to this blog, to help share some learning, insights and considerations
that will help us address the questions I’ve outlined above and inform our
approach to PPC.

257 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/social-reporters/
258 http://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
259 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
260 http://bigventurechallenge.com/home
261 http://yoursquaremile.co.uk/

←local-activism/building-local-activism
263 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/2011/05/25/big-grant- ←opens-up-community-news-journalism-networks/
264 http://www.nesta.org.uk/areas_of_work/public_services_lab ←/neighbourhood_challenge
262 http://www.youngfoundation.org/our-work/web/building-
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The roots of our thinking behind PPC lie in Asset Based Community Development, which Jim Diers explains with a little more authority here265 . This
approach is about focusing on the opportunities, strengths and the ‘latent
power of communities’ building on the assets they already have.
[Deep breath…] We believe that every community facing problems contains within it people and groups who can step forward as the solution. We
want to use our resources, and belief in communities, to unlock and inspire
community action across the nation. We want to help people to share and
celebrate their work, and learn from others that are doing it for themselves
– whether this is through on-line spaces or meetings.
But we recognise that we can’t do this alone. There are some amazing
people, stories and groups out there who are already doing some inspiring
stuff. And as Linda Quinn explains here266 we fund thousands of projects
every year who are making a real difference in their communities with great
ideas that others could learn from, share solutions with or be inspired by.
But how do we help harness that learning? How do we help broker those
connections? How, as a funder, should we/could we support people and
projects beyond our grant investments? And what about those we don’t
fund?
Will Perrin of Talk About Local267 helpfully starts to flesh some of this out
in his earlier blog here268 .
Will’s blog is a useful prompt. We believe that People Powered Change
is about more than just funding. It should be about an intelligent funder
that proactively engages and facilitates conversations across communities,
people and experts. Creating supportive connections, it is about making
BIG’s activity and engagement more ‘social’ so that learning and conversations have greater reach so that we maximise the use of social media, for
example, as a means of sharing best practice and sourcing creative ideas.

←jun/23/jim-diers-presentation-people-powered-change-big- ←lottery-fund-event?INTCMP=ILCNETTXT3487
266 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=159
267 http://talkaboutlocal.org.uk/
268 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=235
265 http://www.guardian.co.uk/voluntary-sector-network/2011/
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Or in other words supporting those wider conversations and hearing what’s
being said.
This is a lot easier to write about than to do in practice and so part of the
purpose of this blog is really a call for thoughts and ideas, what’s already
happening and working that we can learn from? Notably:
How do we develop a communication network that could join BIG, partners,
groups and others so they can share stories, support and engage with each
other?
Where are some of the gaps that need to be filled? What might the helpful
funding interventions be that would support communities in these aims?
Over the next few weeks the funded partners I outlined above will blog with
updates on their project progress and reflect upon some of their learning so
far that will help inform some of this future thinking.
But we want to share this with others so others can share with us their
ideas so do feel free to contribute either in comment or via twitter using
#ppchange.
There’s a summary of earlier posts here.269

269 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=256
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Summary of our People Powered Change
exploration so far
Wednesday, November 16, 2011
David Wilcox

Over the past couple of months John Popham and I have developed this blog
as part of our work with the Big Lottery Fund, exploring the future of their
People Powered Change270 initiative. The initial brief is here271 . Thanks
to those we have interviewed, and to our guest bloggers, James Derounian,
and Noel Hatch.
Shaun Walsh, from the Big Lottery Fund, has now posted some further
thoughts272 to guide discussions, and invited people to pitch in with more
ideas.
Here are links to all our earlier posts, to provide some background and ideas
that have emerged so far. Latest at the bottom of the list.
New media and networking for People Powered Change273 – introductory
post
Your Square Mile National Summit274 – reporting the Birmingham event
Paul Twivy and David Robinson at the YSM Summit275 – interview
Your Square Mile plans – and a live chat276 – interview with Paul Twivy,
CEO of YSM
Voting leads to engagement – when it is about money277 – interview with
Richard Edwards on participatory budgeting

270 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
271 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
272 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=248
273 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=8
274 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=23
275 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=36
276 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=44
277 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=56
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Ideas, research, action from a Knowledge Portal and online discussion278 –
about the new portal funded by BIG
People Powered Change in Dudley – Joining up the strands279 – collaborations towards developing Our Society
You can’t get practical experience from a book. Or online280 . – interview
with Richard Edwards
Reporting events and games – including saving Slapham community
spaces281 – report of Community Matters workshop
Can new local councils offer Power to the People?282 – report about the
potential of local councils for London
Closing the triangle to explore the idea of #netfunders283 – making networked connections, personally and as a funder
Transition gives us the best of ingredients for networking284 – new Transition Network resources link a guide, cards and online content
Can people power bring the internet to remote communities?285 – the Can’t
Get Online week, and how the lack of Internet bring people together
Secret ingredient for community engagement: a slice of pie286 – food is
great way to start conversations, and news of Community Lovers Guides.
Innovating through BIG’s People Powered Change287 – interview with
Linda Quinn, BIG director of communications and marketing, with a vision for People Powered Change
Social reporting through the social silicon valleys288 – guest post from Noel
Hatch on collaborative events form residents and council staff
278 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=59
279 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=63
280 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=88
281 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=89
282 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=100
283 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=119
284 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=129
285 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=138
286 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=149
287 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=159
288 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=165
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Making sense of localism for academics and activists289 – guest post from
James Derounian. How can we bridges thinking?
The future of online sharing is mobile, appified and people-centred290 –
report from seminar
Social networks could help embed reciprocity says NESTA CEO Geoff
Mulgan291 – online can help neighbourliness
How Charitable Trusts and Foundations can use Social Media292 – event
report and interviews with Toby Blume, CEO Urban Forum, Peter Wanless,
CEO BIG
Moving from join us, join in, to join up yourselves293 – different network
models and a move to peer-to-peer sharing
Trust people to tell their own stories of how they use BIG grants294 – guest
post from William Perrin on hyperlocal blogs and online communities
BIGGING up People Powered Change?295 – Shaun Walsh of BIG invites
ideas about People Powered Change
Updates after this post:
Building Local Activism for People Powered Change296 – the work of the
Young Foundation
Manchester leads with the ABCD of community building297 – report of
event with Forever Manchester, Cormac Russell and Jim Diers
Media Trust invites people to join Newsnet for citizen-led media298 – interview with Adam Perry
SHINE 2011; Social Enterprise, Story-telling and Change299 – report from
289 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=174
290 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=180
291 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=196
292 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=193
293 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=222
294 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=235
295 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=248
296 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=270
297 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=285
298 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=285
299 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=293
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John Popham
Now there’s an iPhone app for community engagement300 – developed in
Milton Keynes
The many models for People Powered Change301 – we need to understand
the different models before design ing ways of sharing
Kent Connects shows the way to smart solutions and a social app store302 –
report from Discovering Solutions Camp
Sharing outside means first sharing inside303 – Tom Phillips suggests Yammer as a good way to start conversations within organisations
How sociable events can help build networks and connects ideas304 – Tom
Phillips reflects on different network models and the role of events
Ideas from our exploration of People Powered Change305 – some of the
ideas we may discuss at a workshop on December 1
The challenge of building a sustainable knowledge hub306 – an honest assessment from KnowHow Nonprofit
UnLtd: It’s all about people-powered solutions307 – news of the Big Venture
Challenge
Community Sector Tales from Urban Forum308 – Toby Blume gives an update of their storytelling project
The community engagement iPhone app in detail309 – how the Milton
Keynes app described here310 works

300 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=310
301 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=321
302 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=326
303 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=335
304 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=350
305 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=362
306 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=370
307 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=379
308 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=386
309 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=392
310 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=310
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The 3-legged stool: Student energy to fuel People Powered Change311 –
James Derounian reports from a conference on the potential
Developing People Powered Change ideas: the workshop312 – briefing on
the workshop on December 1
Reporting from the People Powered Change workshop313 – presentation
and videos from the December 1 event
Food for thought?…More like A Feast!314 – Shaun Walsh of Big Lottery
Fund on next steps after the December 1 workshop.
First beacon hub plus innovation centre for Newsnet315 – Media Trust provides an update on their £1.89 million plans for community news network.

311 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=401
312 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=404
313 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=408
314 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=429
315 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=435
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Building Local Activism for People
Powered Change
Friday, November 18, 2011
David Wilcox

In this first post from a partner in the Big Lottery Fund’s People Powered
Change, Mandeep Hothi explains the innovative work that the Young Foundation will be doing – and sharing – using the power of digital media and
building on established methods of organising.
The Young Foundation316 is a centre for social innovation based in Bethnal Green, East London. We bring together insights, innovation and entrepreneurship to meet social needs and through People Powered Change317 ,
we are working across the country to help people become more active in
their communities.
We are doing this through two distinct projects.
Through our Digital Activism project we are supporting community organisations in Hackney318 , Holloway319 , Leeds320 and Birmingham321 to campaign and encourage local activism through social media. There are lots
of great examples of this at the national or international level, such as 38
Degrees322 and Avaaz.org323 , and we think it has great potential at the local
level.
We’re still working on firming up what campaigns we’ll be working on,
but they are likely to include issues like housing benefit cuts, care home
standards and city centre accessibility.
As well as helping these organisations, we’ll be sharing our learning and
top tips about how to effectively use web, social media and tools like text
messaging for local activism.
316 http://www.youngfoundation.org
317 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
318 http://www.eastendcab.org.uk/
319 http://www.hng.org.uk/
320 http://www.opforum.org.uk/
321 http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=87975417702
322 http://38degrees.org.uk/
323 http://www.avaaz.org/en/
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Our first top tip from this work is to not forget about emails! Even though
Facebook and Twitter grab the headlines, good old email is still incredibly effective at informing people – especially if they are clearly written.
We hope to elaborate more on things like writing good local campaigning
emails as we go along and share examples from our work.
The second project is called Scaling Proven Models. We are helping three
organisations– Church Action on Poverty324 , Citizens UK325 and People
Can (formerly the Novas Scarman Group) – to scale their model of working
with communities into new areas of the country.
These organisations have a history of high quality work with disempowered
communities. Church Action on Poverty and Citizens UK are experts at
Saul Alinsky326 style Community Organising, whilst People Can has a long
history of asset-based community development327 .
Each organisation will be growing into two new areas of the country. In the
process, we will help to ensure that their work is sustainable so that it can
continue beyond the lifetime of this project, and that they are able to further
scale across the UK.
We’ll also be sharing our learning from this strand of work, particularly
around how organisations can sustain or scale their work with communities
and how some of the more difficult outcomes of community work – such as
better relationships or increased confidence – can be measured.
There will be loads more to share over time too, but in the meantime please
do ask if you have any questions.

324 http://www.church-poverty.org.uk/
325 http://www.citizensuk.org/
326 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saul_Alinsky
327 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asset-based_community_development
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Manchester leads with the ABCD of
community building
Sunday, November 20, 2011
David Wilcox

A conference last Friday about Asset Based Community Development328
gave me some terrific insights into on-the-ground principles for People
Powered Change329 (PPC), and also some directions for thinking about the
ways that Big Lottery (BIG)330 and other funders could in future support
both action and learning. (Here’s a summary331 of explorations so far).
The event332 was organised by Forever Manchester333 – which is the Community Foundation for Greater Manchester – with the ABCD substance provided by Comac Russell and Jim Diers of Nurture Development UK334 . As
Shaun Walsh mentioned in this post335 , the roots of BIG thinking about PPC
lie in the ABCD approach (I hope you are keeping up with the acronyms
so far). More on BIG and ABCD here336 , and also here337 , for earlier interviews with Cormac and Jim.
I arrived on the second day of the event, to hear Jim talking about the seven
principles of ABCD, which he summarised for me afterwards. I hope to
have a link to his slides later. The basis of ABCD is to start with the
strengths within a community, not the problems and weaknesses. As this
post by Dee Brooks summarises338 , t’s a glass half full view, rather than

328 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asset-based_community_development
329 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk
330 http://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
331 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=256

←community-development-workshop
333 http://forevermanchester.com/
334 http://www.nurturedevelopment.ie/nd_uk.html
335 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=248
336 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1527
337 http://www.guardian.co.uk/voluntary-sector-network/2011/ ←jun/21/people-powered-change-big-lottery-fund-video
338 http://abcdasiapacific.ning.com/notes/The_Key_Principles
332 http://www.manchestercommunitycentral.org/asset-based-
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half empty – so you first map assets (people, organisations, facilities, stories) rather than starting with needs (unemployment, crime, homelessness,
alcoholism). You join up the dots between assets, and then mobilise from
strengths to meet needs.
At the event Cormac invited people to put these ideas into practice by sticking notes on the wall about the things they might like to learn in a community, what they might teach, where were the ”bumping places” to meet
people to connect, and where the social networks might be – bringing alive
the strengths-based approach in the room.
Over lunch I reviewed the notes, and found two people using some string
to demonstrate how the dots might be joined up: Cathy Ellliot, chief executive of the Community Foundation for Merseyside, and Corrina Milner, a
community mobiliser from Milton Keynes.
Forever Manchester, and Cathy’s organisation339 , are foundations that raise
money from donors and then make grants tailored to local needs, and are
members of the Community Foundations Network340 . The network operates nationally as well as supporting local foundations, and is currently running the Surviving Winter Campaign341 , encouraging people to recycle their
Winter Fuel Payments to help those in greater need.
An approach like ABCD is clearly important locally in providing a framework to inform the way that grants are made. If the application form starts
with ”what are the needs in your community” it could set the direction in
which a local group goes. That will also be important for larger funders
like BIG, and so I asked Cormac what they and other funders might do to
support an ABCD approach.
He suggested a number of directions: look at the Kellogg Foundation342 for
a set of funding criteria that could be lifted off the shelf to support an assetbased approach; value the assets they have in their organisastions, in their
staff; recognise and support the local community builders like beat police

339 http://www.cfmerseyside.org.uk/
340 http://www.communityfoundations.org.uk/
341 http://www.communityfoundations.org.uk/about/
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342 http://www.wkkf.org/
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and health workers; then in monitoring and evaluating local projects, look
at the relationships being built and the move towards citizen-led action.
Cormac also suggested that the Big Lunch on June 3 2012343 – which is
supported by BIG – could be a great opportunity to have a national conversation about the way to develop People Powered Change.
Forever Manchester are already putting these principles into place, with
the appointment in Oldham344 of the first ABCD community builder in the
country. Later in the day I talked to Gary Loftus, who is the head of community building, about the journey that the organisation has made towards
this approach, and to Miz Razaq, who now has the job in Oldham. We’ll be
exploring in more detail the role of the community builder. Manwhile, as
I left Manchester to travel back to London, I had a hunch that the greatest
inspirations for People Powered Change may lie outside the capital.
ADDENDUM
John Popham writes: Miz’s first foray into practical community building
in Oldham took place during an event at Sholver Youth & Community Centre on Friday 25th November. It was a great privilege to be there to capture
the first ever conversation between a UK Community Builder and local residents. By the end of the evening, practical connections and suggestions for
building on the community’s strengths were clearly emerging.

343 http://www.thebiglunch.com/
344 http://www.manchestercommunitycentral.org/job/asset-based

-community-builder-forever-manchester
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Media Trust invites people to join Newsnet
for citizen-led media
Sunday, November 20, 2011
David Wilcox

While at the Manchester conference on Asset Based Community Development – reported here345 – I was fortunate to meet up with Adam Perry, who
is currently developing Newsnet for the Media Trust. This is the biggest development within Big Lottery Fund’s People Powered Change346 (PPC).
The Trust has been awarded a grant347 of £1.89 million ”to develop a network to support citizen journalism and aggregate, package and distribute
community news stories across England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland”.
I was able to ask Adam – who is development manager for Community
Voices348 – for an update, so providing the second story here about the
work of PPC partners. Mandeep Hothi reported for the Young Foundation
here349 .
Since Adam is mainly working in video, it seemed appropriate that I did a
little interview, and then asked Adam for a couple of paragraphs of further
explanation.
Newsnet’s350 aim is to inspire and support people who are interested in starting some form of citizen-led media to connect their
community. We’ll also be creating an opportunity for people
to connect to a wider network of community-led media practitioners and projects in order that they have the chance to share
and learn from others. My first step has been to travel the country interviewing those already running local media projects and
345 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=278
346 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/

←opens-up-community-news-journalism-networks/
348 http://newsnet.mediatrust.org/meet-the-team/community- ←voices-development-manager/
349 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=270
350 http://newsnet.mediatrust.org/
347 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/2011/05/25/big-grant-
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two weeks ago we launched a blog and started posting the interviews which cover themes such as business models, getting
started, tools and resources, promoting sites and engaging communities.
Now I’d really like to hear from people who are either interested in starting a project, or from those who are already running a project and would like to be interviewed; and as I’m
going to be conducting many more interviews over the next
few weeks and months I will start posting a list of interviewees so that people can post questions/themes they would like
covered. Alternatively people can post ideas for the interviews
themselves, because I want to include photojournalists, those
working with audio and video, lawyers, Newspaper editors,
journalists, academics etc.
You can find an earlier interview here351 with the Trust’s director of marketing and communication services Gavin Sheppard, and you can email Adam
at adamp@mediatrust.org352
As well as the content Newsnet will be carrying, I’m excited by the potential of a network for people working in this field – whether they choose to
call themselves community reporters, citizen journalists, social reporters,
hyperlocal bloggers … or just someone who uses digital media to do good
stuff for their community.

351 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1488
352 mailto:adamp@mediatrust.org
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SHINE 2011; Social Enterprise, Story-telling
and Change
Tuesday, November 22, 2011
johnpopham

On Thursday, I was at Shine 2011353 , which billed itself as ”the UK’s leading unconventional conference (or unconference) for socially-minded entrepreneurs”.
Arriving just after the start, while things were already seemingly in full
swing, it took me a little time to work out what was going on, as there
seemed to be so much happening in different parts of the interesting space
that is Hub Westminster354 . But, after a while, it started to make sense, and
I joined a session on money issues for social entrepreneurs.
I was particularly struck, in this session, by the contribution of Dave
Dawes355 , who describes himself as a ”nurse social entrepreneur”. Dave
talked about what social entrepreneurs get wrong when seeking financing
for their projects, In particular, he was critical of those who invest all their
efforts in chasing grants. Dave says everyone is after free money, but they
rarely take the time to consider the return on investment of the time and
effort spent on filling in grant applications and pitching to funders. There
was particular derision accorded from session participants to the example of
the ”social enterprise” which, when asked what it would do when its grant
application had been turned down, replied ”wait for next year’s round”. As
Dave said, any organisation which is serious about being a social enterprise
should be aiming to be profitable in as short a space of time as possible,
and if you are making profits, you can afford to borrow money rather than
chase grants. If your enterprise is never going to be profitable, it is not a
social enterprise.
Later in the day, I interrupted a conversation between Dave and Mel Findlater356 and asked them to talk to me about some of the issues raised in
353 http://shineunconference.org/
354 http://hubwestminster.net/
355 http://twitter.com/davedawes
356 http://twitter.com/melfindlater
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Dave’s workshop session. It was interesting as well, to hear that Dave is
working in a similar space to the Social App Store. 357

One of the most interesting and relevant (to the work of SocialReporters.net)
sessions I witnessed at SHINE 2011, was Nick Jankel358 ‘s presentation on
Story-telling for Changemakers. Nick’s presentation was of particular interest as it accords with the work we are doing to encourage organisations
funded by, and associated with, the Big Lottery Fund, to tell the stories
which illustrate the differences they are making to people’s lives.
The slides from Nick’s presentation are here:
Storytelling for Change-makers359
View more presentations360 from wecreate361
One of the points that Nick makes is that people who are running interesting
projects, or doing innovative things, often make the mistake of assuming
that everyone else will be similarly enthused by what they are doing. This
357 http://johnpopham.wordpress.com/2011/01/17/towards-the-

social-app-store/
358 http://twitter.com/mind_maverick
359 http://www.slideshare.net/NickJE/storytelling-for- ←changemakers-10255696
360 http://www.slideshare.net/
361 http://www.slideshare.net/NickJE
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is never an automatic process, and people need to learn to communicate the
story of the progress they are making.
Nick talks about the differences between the stories of the nature of the
world which are told from different points of view. One is that the earth
is a mechanism whose finite resources mean that humans must be selfish,
protect what they have from each other, and compete for a place in the
world. The alternative story is that the earth is a living system, all of whose
parts are interconnected, which means that humans must share, collaborate
and co-create. It is important that, if you want to change the world, you are
able to tell the story of the world view that informs your approach.
The basis of all Hollywood film scripts is ”The Hero’s Journey” (see slide 37
of Nick’s presentation above), and this can provide a basic outline for anyone to tell a compelling story about their own work. The seven elements of
the ”Impact Story” are Connection, Context, Conventions, Consciousness
Shift, Concept, Conviction, and Concrete Impact (slides 38-46).
After his presentation, I caught up with Nick to get him to expound on
his theories. The video is in two parts, because we were interrupted by
a security guard who objected to Nick’s voice echoing through the public
part of the building.

Projects funded by the Big Lottery Fund, and bringing about People Powered Change, have some powerful stories to tell, as is often evidenced when
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they are showcased on television in shows such as the regular Saturday
Night lottery programmes, and Village SOS. New social media tools, and
the advent of cheap video cameras, camera phones, and other recording devices, mean that it is becoming even easier for such projects to tell their own
stories.
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Now there’s an iPhone app for community
engagement
Tuesday, November 22, 2011
David Wilcox

An extra bonus from the ABCD conference in Manchester362 last week was
meeting two community mobilisers363 , Corrina Milner and Andy MacDermott, with their iPhone app for engaging with people in Milton Keynes.
Mobile apps364 are the little programmes that work on smartphones, and
increasingly on desktop computers, to handle specific tasks. Initially they
were for basics like calendars, databases, and email but now there are thousands of them.
Community mobilisers are out in the community hearing about people’s
concerns and issues they want raised with the council and other agencies,
and also picking up ideas for action. As Corrina and Andy explained to me,
it can be difficult to capture a lot of conversations during the day and make
sure that they are forwarded to other people, or gathered for future action.
The iPhone app allows that to be done through text or photos. Back in the
office, the conversations captured on the iPhone can be reviewed in real
time. Corrina explains that they find content can be categorised as ideas,
interests, issues and also as impacts – when changes have occurred.
I was particularly excited to find the app in use because it confirmed a prediction that I reported the other day from Steve Dale, at a seminar on the
Business of Collaboration, when he said that the future of online sharing is
mobile, appified and people-centred365 .
I think that the development will interest Linda Quinn, the director of communications and marketing at Big Lottery Fund, who told me earlier366 she

362 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=278
363 http://www.mkweb.co.uk/mkchildrensfund/displayarticle.asp
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?id=31566
364 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_apps
365 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=180
366 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=159
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would like to see apps playing a part in People Powered Change367 . Andy
says he can see a future in which residents are using the app for themselves –
not just to report issues, but find solutions from others in the community.
Both Corrina and Andy emphasised at the end of our conversation that they
believed that the community and voluntary sector should embrace new technology – not to replace face-to-face or telephone contact, but to complement
and amplify it. There’s clearly scope for testing the app in other situations
– so I hope BIG or other agencies might put it on the list of innovative
solutions they wish to promote.
The app is not yet in the official App store, because some bugs need ironing
out. Here are some screen shots of the app in action, I hope to get a more
detailed specification later.
Community Engagement App – By Community Action Milton
Keynes368
Meanwhile you can see Steve Dale’s excellent presentation here369 .

367 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
368 http://www.slideshare.net/johnpopham/community-engagement

-app-by-community-action-milton-keynes
369 http://steve-dale.net/2011/11/13/the-business-of- ←collaboration/
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The many models for People Powered
Change
Thursday, November 24, 2011
David Wilcox

The idea of People Powered Change370 is appealing – that citizens should
be helped to collaborate among themselves, and with agencies, to improve
their neighbourhoods, meet local needs, and realise the creative capacity
there it in any community. Maybe mount a campaign where necessary.
But putting that ideal into practice is more complicated, and there are many
different models for action, and tribes of professionals and activists promoting them. There’s seldom one right way of doing things, but how do
you work out what’s appropriate as a citizen, for your are area, or what to
support, as a funder?
And if you want to share your experience and learn from like-minded people, how do you find them on the landscape of community action?
Do you favour Asset Based Community Development371 , Community Organising as promoted by Locality372 and funded by Government, the rather
different model promoted by Citizens UK373 , small local councils promoted
by NALC374 , the Transition Towns model375 , community development and
campaigning, social enterprise, or socially-responsible business? I know I
will have missed several other approaches.
When we started working with Big Lottery Fund on this project376 , we included the idea of some mapping. That might be where to find online resources and discussions, or discovering who connects with whom, and who
may be missing out. I’ve started to develop an online dashboard377 , and
Drew Mackie has lots of experience in developing network maps. You can
370 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk
371 http://abcdeurope.ning.com/
372 http://www.cocollaborative.org.uk/
373 http://www.citizensuk.org/
374 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=100
375 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=129
376 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
377 http://www.netvibes.com/socialreporters#General
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even do that quickly at events, as we did last year at a Big Society Network
event378 . As you can see from the summary of past posts on this blog379 ,
we have covered a number of the models.
One purpose of our explorations here is to help BIG review how to be more
than a funder, and to promote more learning and collaborations. It is therefore important that there is some lens through which to view these different
approaches – not, I should think, for BIG to play favourites, but to become a
well-informed participant in the complex conversations that surround community action.
Why are they complex? Isn’t it a matter of people of local people identifying problems, then getting together to do something, and enlisting support?
Not necessarily, and the importance of different models was brought home
to me the other day when I attended a workshop to help a national programme develop plans for a challenge fund. Under this, individuals groups
or companies could pitch innovative ways to support local action, get together to work these up a creative two-day session, and win support from a
challenge fund.
What was needed from us, in advance of the challenge process, was a list of
typical problems from neighbourhoods, and the typical barriers that people
might face in taking action. On the face of it that seemed very sensible,
but only a few days before I had been to an excellent event on Asset Based
Community Development, as you can see here380 .
There Cormac Russell did a very good job of arguing against starting with
”needs” – but instead focussing at the start on the strengths, assets, resources
in a community. That’s because successful action will almost certainly depend upon building new relationships and – particularly in these hard time
– finding as many resources as you can close to home.
I argued, at the challenge workshop, that asking a group of people from
different places to describe ”needs” would just give a list of the usual
issues: litter, dog poo, graffiti, noise, young people hanging around …
This wouldn’t be very helpful because solutions depend very much on local circumstances, a process of finding assets, building relationships etc.
378 http://socialreporter.com/?p=971
379 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=256
380 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=278
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Then presenting ”problem” might mask deeper issues. I was surprised how
strongly I felt about the different methodologies.
The organisers took my objections in good part, and I felt that if we were
looking at local challenges that could be seen as opportunities or problems,
the process would not be too skewed.
However, it did reinforce the point I raised in my interview with Russell, that
is is relevant to to BIG: if the grant application form starts with ”what are the
needs in your community” you will be nudged into one model, while ”what
strengths might you find ind your community to tackle people’s concerns”
could take you in a different direction.
So – it is important for a funder to understand the models in order to develop
the funding offer, and also to more beyond funding to help people share
experience. Just helping people tell stories from projects may not be useful
unless it is clear what are the underlying approaches values.
Fortunately Tessy Britton has been thinking about this for some time, informed by her travels around the country running workshops (Travelling
Pantry) and developing an engaging series of Community Lovers Guides.As
Tessy explains here381 , she has found many of the models unrewarding, and
instead is promoting one based on creativity and collaboration. There is a
really useful matrix analysis of different models382 , and a further post383 on
the issues that emerge in creating new knowledge for the creative/collaborative participatory paradigm.
I can’t do justice to Tessy’s analysis in a summary, so I do encourage you
to read it as the most thoughtful contribution I have seen to this field recently.

←creative-collaboration-new-participatory-paradigm.html
382 http://issuu.com/socialspaces/docs/participatory_paradigm_chart ←/1
383 http://thrivingtoo.typepad.com/thriving_too/2011/11/how ←-do-we-create-new-knowledge-for-creativecollaborative- ←participatory-paradigm.html
381 http://thrivingtoo.typepad.com/thriving_too/2011/11/
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Kent Connects shows the way to smart
solutions and a social app store
Friday, November 25, 2011
David Wilcox

An event in Gravesend today showed me how a mix of open data from
councils, the skills of software developers and smartphone apps could lead
to a social app store that residents could use to benefit themselves and their
community.
The Developing Solutions camp384 , organised by Kent Connects and hosted
by Gravesham Council, has brought together technology designers and
other working on a range of ideas for using tech for neighbourhood benefit. You can see the ideas here385 , originally pitched on the Dotgovlabs
innovation hub.
The ideas include community vehicle booking, mapping council land and
empty shops, and an exploration learning game. The task of those present
is to develop a prototype that could win them a prize of £1000 at the end of
the day.
In recent years there have been quite a few of this type of event around
the country, and it sounds as if we may be getting to the point where there
are enough viable solutions around to make it worth bringing them together.
This might be the basis for a social app store on the lines that I, John Popham
and others have been promoting.
The app store idea started here386 , and chimes with the idea that the future
of online sharing is mobile, applified and personal387 .
Today Darren Everden, Gravesham IT service manager, and Antony Parker,
Kent Connects business implementation manager, explained how the release of data held by council can create value and lead to community benefits.
384 http://developingsolutions.eventbrite.co.uk/?ebtv=F
385 https://dotgovlabs.direct.gov.uk/Page/ViewSector?sectorid

=3352
386 http://socialreporter.com/?p=951
387 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=180
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Developers are able to package the data into smartphone apps that solve
problems and provide services to citizens. The apps cost only a few pounds
– but if enough are sold, that creates a viable market and leads to community
benefits without major public spending.
At the moment the apps are being developed in different places. While the
data may be specific to different localities, the underlying technology to
make it accessible to people could be common. So there could be an app
store with common solutions tailored to local needs.
As I understand, the problem is that data is currently held in different formats, and it needs some policy directive from government to push public
agencies to collaborate. If that were done, there could be some major benefits.
Kent Connects Partners have a track record of innovative collaboration between citizens and councils, and last year ran a Transformed by You event
that I reported here388 . Kent Connects is providing the partnership for local
collaborations, so I hope the Cabinet Office might see this as an inspiration
for a route to achieve big benefits from minimal spending.
Update
I’ve now uploaded other videos, including an interview with Roger Gough,
Kent Council Council Cabinet member responsible for technology, and interviews with the winners.
If you have problems viewing them here, the individual videos are all available in this playlist389 .
I have also posted two interviews with Tom Phillips, who I met up with at
the event
• Sharing outside means first sharing inside390 - Tom suggests Yammer
as a good way to start conversations within organisations
• How sociable events can help build networks and connects ideas391 Tom reflects on different network models and the role of events
388 http://socialreporter.com/?p=799
389 http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2AD3637FBE117B0E
390 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=335
391 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=350
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Sharing outside means first sharing inside
Friday, November 25, 2011
David Wilcox

Part of our work with Big Lottery Fund392 (BIG), on People Powered
Change, is to help the organisation explore how they can be more than funders, and how they might help the groups that they fund share ideas and
experience. We all agree that involves telling stories, opening up conversations, and in doing that saying what worked and what didn’t.
It can be difficult for people to have that sort of conversation with BIG,
without fearing they may not get a grant next time around. There has to be
some degree of trust. So perhaps BIG staff have to learn how to encourage
open conversations … and while they may well be excellent at that in their
personal lives, it’s different when representing the organisation.
The BIG CEO Peter Wanless leads the way in openness online through his
Twitter account393 . He recently explained to John Popham394 how he does
that. But how to spread some openness and sociability through BIG or any
other large organisation?
While at the Developing Solutions Camp in Gravesend today395 , talking
about how technology can be used to improve local communities, I met up
with Tom Phillips, who worked for many years in local Government, and
with community and voluntary organisations. I posed the challenge to Tom
– how can an organisation become more sociable?
His response was that you can’t be sociable outside, if you aren’t social
inside … so the place to start having open conversations is inside the organisation.
Tom is a big fan of Yammer396 – as I am. It is a bit like private Twitter,
without the limit of 140 characters. You can create small or large groups
around specific topics, and also create online communities that go outside
392 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
393 https://twitter.com/#!/PeterWanless/
394 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=193
395 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=326
396 https://www.yammer.com/
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the organisation. Here’s an explanation397 of Yammer, and how it can be
used398 .
Tom says that the best way to introduce Yammer is just to get started, and
then see who joins up. Encourage the enthusiasts. If you try and impose it,
people may well resist.
Our friends (and clients) in BIG are keen to experiment, so there’s a fair
chance they may be prepared to have a go. And the beauty of something
like Yammer is that, if it would be easier, we can just set something up and
invite people to join, including partner organisations. Offer opt-it. People
Powered Change can work within organisations as well as outside.

←should-be-using-it-at-your-business_b40658
398 http://www.slideshare.net/michelle1908/why-we-should-use- ←yammer
397 http://socialtimes.com/how-to-use-yammer-and-why-you-
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How sociable events can help build
networks and connect ideas
Sunday, November 27, 2011
David Wilcox

The Kent Connects Developing Solutions Camp on Friday provided inspiration not just from the main activity of developers working on applications
for open data, but from the side conversations that this sort of relatively unstructured event encourages. I’ve added additional videos to my original
post399 , and you can see them in a playlist here400 .
I’ve already posted one conversation here401 with Tom Phillips, about the
need for big organisations to practice open conversations internally if they
wish to use social media externally. Tom has worked extensively in local
government, and with community and voluntary organisations.
We also talked about different models of networks, and revisited an earlier
post here on networks. I posted what follows first on my personal blog402 .
Part of the work I’m doing403 with Big Lottery Fund (BIG) on People Powered Change, with John Popham and Drew Mackie, is exploring how BIG
can be more than a funder, and help groups that they fund to they share ideas
and experience. As part of the discussion, I offered a diagram suggesting a
change from hierarchical structures to more of a peer-to-peer mesh: Moving
from join us, join in, to join up yourselves404 .

399 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=326
400 http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL2AD3637FBE117B0E
401 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=335
402 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1804
403 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
404 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=222
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The join-up part of the diagram shows a network that is usually seen as a
connected set of people. But Tom made the point that the nodes could just as
well be activities, including sociable events. That certain chimes in with my
experience, where reporting events405 has been one of the best ways of doing the join-up bit of social reporting. Here’s some earlier reflections406 .
However, to make the events useful for joining up outside the room, I think
that the social reporter needs to do a bit more than just shoot video, blog or
tweet. It is important to look for stories and ideas that might be specially
relevant for people who are not there, and make sure they get both a link
and an introduction. It means organising events that allow space for the sort
of conversations that I had with Tom here – and also in this post407 about
sociable organisations.
It means some ”strategic opportunism”, as James Derounian calls it over
here408 :
…….that is putting yourself in the place and way of likely useful links to take forward projects etc.
So 1 example = attending a conference, like yesterday’s on ‘localism’in Manchester….which puts you in the way of a load of
405 http://socialreporter.com/?cat=11
406 http://socialreporter.com/?p=522
407 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=335
408 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=174#comments
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other like-minded/interested people; can also of course be virtual…being ‘present’ on certain blogs, tweets, www etc…
That certainly happened to me at a recent event in Manchester, when I met
community mobilisers Corrina and Andy and their iPhone app409 . Today I
have been able to make the link between that conversation, and the developments in Kent, strengthening idea of a social app store410 . So to build
networks, hold events that can connect both ideas and people.

409 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=310
410 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=326
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Ideas from our exploration of People
Powered Change
Monday, November 28, 2011
David Wilcox

We are in the final phase of our exploration411 , with Big Lottery Fund, about
how BIG can become more than a funder – initially under the banner of
People Powered Change412 (PPC). On Thursday December 1 Drew Mackie
and I will help run a workshop for BIG in London with some of the people
we have met along the way, and those whose ideas we have borrowed. Fellow reporter John Popham will be sharing his insights, and I’ve no doubt
doing some more reporting.
You can see here413 a summary of the blog posts recording conversations
and ideas we have picked up about ways that BIG could help the groups
that they fund to share ideas and experience, and the context for this. We
have included some reports and posts from partners in PPC, and will have
more shortly.
As you can see from thisinitial interview414 with Linda Quinn, BIG is
open to a wide range of possibilities. Here are some we started to explore,
prompted by that interview:
• BIG can work with its partners in ppchange to develop new ways of
working, drawn from their experience. Working together creatively
can yield more than the separate, funded programmes. How can we
catalyse that?
• There are thousands of grant proposals being processed by BIG at any
one time, with many innovative ideas. How could these be shared?
• Improving the reach and understanding of Lottery funding. We
should use a mix of media and methods, and the power of networks,
to reach people and offer the opportunity. What successful examples
can we build on?
411 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
412 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
413 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=256
414 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=159
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At one stage in our work, we wondered if we could use the workshop this
week to identify the main elements for a new, distributed People Powered
Change learning space. In practice that’s going to be a jump too far. The
issues are complex, there are many people in the field who could be part
of any solutions we haven’t talked to, and more conversations are needed
inside BIG as well as outside.
I sense that this journey may turn out to be more about how BIG operates,
than creating a new space or programme called ”People Powered Change”.
I personally think that could be a more radical outcome. It is relatively
easy for funders to invest in new initiatives – while it may be much more
innovative and beneficial for them to start operating in open and networky
ways. The Connected Citizens report, referenced here415 by Beth Kanter,
provides some pointers.
So I think that the event on Thursday is going to be mainly a means of getting conversations off the screen, where they have mainly happened so far,
into the room, and in the process starting to build some new relationships.
After a presentation from BIG, and a Q and A session, we’ll be exploring
ways for BIG and others to take forward the exploration we have started
here. We’ll pitch up some ideas, invite others to come up with their own,
form groups, and get creative. We have a few spare places, so if you feel
you could contribute on the day, do contact Laura Lacey416 and explain
what you might offer.
Here’s some suggestions for BIG and partners that have emerged from our
exploration. They provide a backcloth for the workshop, and some might
be developed on the day.
1. Map the different models of people powered change – and then
looked at who is active within these different ”tribes”. We need to
understand the context people and projects are working within before trying to share ideas http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=321
2. Map where the current BIG partners are running pilots and use that
as one basis for network building and sharing (this is already underway) http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/partners/
415 http://www.bethkanter.org/connected-citizens/
416 mailto:laura.lacey@biglotteryfund.org.uk
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3. Review the other investments that BIG has made – including the
Knowledge Portal http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=59 - to see how
these can help. That would take the Asset Based Community Development approach BIG supports to a strategic level. Build on your
strengths, as Cormac Russell explains http://www.socialreporters ←.net/?p=285
4. Look at the way other funders operate to promote an asset-based approach. Cormac Russell suggests the Kellogg Foundation, in the interview here http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=285.
5. Explore the idea of a social app store, given new impetus at the Kent
Connects event last week http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=326 and
piloted in Milton Keynes http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=310
6. Trust people to tell their own stories, by supporting hyperlocal activities, as suggested by Will Perrin http://www.socialreporters.net ←/?p=235
7. Help BIG staff become social reporters in their own right, picking up
the work we have started here. That would help on two fronts: getting knowledge from inside BIG outside, and vice versa, and helping
build networks. Focus on events to do that, as Tom Phillips suggests
here http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=350
8. Link the practice of social reporting with development of the Media
Trust Newsnet, as I explored here with Adam Perry http://www. ←socialreporters.net/?p=285 Maybe we need a social reporter network
for people in organisations, as well as those working in local communities
9. Start using Yammer to promote internal conversations, and to connect
with others. Another good idea from Tom Phillips http://www. ←socialreporters.net/?p=285
10. Explore how to help groups meet each others – as Richard Edwards
proposed here http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=88
11. Encourage local councils and organisations to stitch together the
various programmes that BIG support – as we discussed in Dudley http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=63
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12. If you want to build a network, with some strong underlying principles and values, using a mix of media, look at Transition Network for
ideas http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=129
All these are the sort of ideas that might end up, in private, in a consultancy
report if we were undertaking a conventional study. I’ve been enormously
impressed that BIG are prepared to support this exploration in public – modelling the sort of open sharing approach that could fill out the initial vision
of People Powered Change.
It’s a small start in the sort of ideas crowdsourcing that I hope may be continued by BIG and others. Maybe now is the time for an Open Innovation
Exchange417 , as a few of us proposed back in 2007
What happens after our workshop? In part, I expect we’ll decide that on
the day. However, I do know that a report will be written early in the New
Year to get support from committee members, there is talk of piloting, and
I hope it will be possible for BIG staff to continue the work that we have
started.
Meanwhile, do please pitch in your own ideas, either as a comment below,
or by contacting us here418 .

417 http://innovationexchange.net/
418 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
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The challenge of building a sustainable
knowledge hub
Tuesday, November 29, 2011
David Wilcox

Nearly four years ago, Big Lottery Fund invested £2.1m in the development
of the KnowHow NonProfit site, created by a small team working out of the
Cass Centre for Charity Effectiveness419 . But how to maintain and develop
what was a mainly free resource when funding ends? Here Luke Chaput de
Saintonge, formerly Head of Content at KnowHow NonProfit, now Content
Strategy Manager, NCVO, gives an honest assessment of the challenge, and
the part that the site might play in future developments.

During its short but fruitful existence knowhownonprofit.org420 has flirted
with greatness but also strayed close to the digital scrap heap. So where is
it today? Will it go the same way as so many other voluntary sector support
sites – into some web archive abyss? Or could it yet prove to be one of the
Big Lottery Fund’s421 great successes?
419 http://www.cass.city.ac.uk/research-and-faculty/centres/

←-

cass-centre-for-charity-effectiveness/
420 http://www.knowhownonprofit.org
421 http://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
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Earlier in 2011, when KnowHow’s lottery funding ran out, it had not managed to implement a sustainable business plan. However, its successes
made it hard to ignore: 865,000 visits; two and half million page views;
20,000 registered users; a suite of genuinely unique services designed to improve self-directed learning and organisational development in the sector.
These achievements placed it firmly in the top tier of the sector’s capacitybuilding websites.
In a move endorsed by the Big Lottery Fund, NCVO422 agreed take on
KnowHow NonProfit, the aim being to consolidate staff, technology, and
online services to create a joint, ‘better than both’ online solution for voluntary sector capacity-building.
This merger marks a major shift in the positioning of both KnowHow
NonProfit and NCVO in terms of their web provision to the sector. For
KnowHow NonProfit, it’s the opportunity to deliver on its early promise
and prove that its commitment to social learning, collaborative technology
and low-cost e-learning can cut it on a grand scale. For NCVO it represents
a shift away from a predominantly expert-driven, ‘broadcast’ model of web
publishing to a more facilitative approach that will see it finding new ways
to foster debate, dialogue and knowledge exchange within the sector.
The work to build the ‘better than both’ solution has begun. The aspiration
is to build an online space for advice, learning and support that is owned by
the sector, but ‘powered’ and facilitated by NCVO. It will transcend but include what’s already been created in the NCVO and KnowHow NonProfit
websites. And, by uniting their combined expertise and reach, it will become the ‘go to’ place for people wanting to do their jobs better or help
their organisations achieve more.
We’re currently in a research phase – gathering thoughts on what the sector
needs, what’s technically feasible and how we build on our strong foundations. However, it’s likely that the eventual solution will:
• foster a strong and diverse learning community whose members benefit from having access to many of the sector’s learning materials in
one place
• have financial sustainability at its core so that it can survive and grow
422 http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/
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• have a strong focus on creating an online ‘marketplace’, where users
can buy and sell ‘premium content’, eg publications, e-learning, training, toolkits – creating new revenue streams for the sector
• be guided strongly by user need and usability best practice
• bring together key voluntary sector players in new forms of collaboration
• link up with what’s already out there on the web, as well as one or two
initiatives that we know are being commissioned from other parts of
the sector.
Once we have our ‘straw man’, or several ‘straw men’, we’ll be asking the
sector to feed in their thoughts on our progress so far. This is scheduled for
next February and we’d really appreciate your input.
In the meantime, it’s business as usual for NCVO. As for KnowHow NonProfit, don’t expect to see a cyber gravestone just yet.
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UnLtd: It’s all about people-powered
solutions
Tuesday, November 29, 2011
David Wilcox

UnLtd is the largest provider of support for social entrepreneurs in the country, and a partner in the Big Lottery Fund’s People Powered Change423 .
Here Dan Lehner, interim head of ventures, describes their contribution.

The Big Venture Challenge (BVC) was designed as part of the Big Lottery Fund’s People Powered Change programme. It represents a 3 year
programme, run by UnLtd Ventures, working with 25 ambitious social entrepreneurs424 in England who need access to finance, support and networks
to help them reach scale.
At UnLtd, the Foundation for Social Entrepreneurs425 , we believe that it
is people who make the difference. Our starting point is the extraordinary

423 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
424 http://www.bigventurechallenge.com/the25
425 http://www.unltd.org.uk/
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ability human beings have within themselves – some of them to a remarkable extent – to create social change. We work with over 1,000 social entrepreneurs per year and have national reach across the UK. We spot raw
talent and we connect high potential individuals to the resources that they
need to deliver social impact.
The Ventures team were overwhelmed, figuratively and literally with the response to our call out for BVC applications in April 2011: receiving 1,000
expressions of interest and 638 full applications. The filtering process was
an incredible experience. We had a clear idea of what we were looking for:
innovative people-powered solutions to social problems in their communities. More specifically we targeted confident, well-connected, committed entrepreneurs, with scalable models, strong social and financial performance, a robust plan and a clear investment need. After 2 months of due
diligence, meeting and reading about some incredible people, we managed
to select 41 hugely impressive individuals for interview.
To get down to the final 25, we recruited nearly 50 external judges – influential figures from social investors, entrepreneurs, staff at key corporate
partners and government – to join the interview panels, over a whole week.
With their insightful questioning and expert analysis and a lot of strong coffee, we made our decision on the final cohort.
The final 25 are a diverse bunch. Some pre-revenue, some very well established; some running charities, some for-profit companies; some selling
to public sector, some to private sector, some direct to consumers. Many
are people who have lived with the problem they seek to solve – the winners represent people who are nurses, social workers, ex-addicts, patients,
people with disabilities, people who have experienced mental health problems. Some of the winners are people from the commercial sector including
city bankers, corporate managers, computer programmers as well as public
sector leaders.
What they share is that they are all ambitious, determined social entrepreneurs who are passionate about delivering social impact at scale, and
they all put people at the heart of their solutions. They include:
• Coalition for Independent Living426 : a national network of disabled peer brokers to help others with disabilities manage their own
426 http://www.c-i-l.org.uk/
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care provision using their personal budgets
• Ripplez427 : spun out from the NHS to create a social venture to provide support services for teenage parents which will scale across regions
• The SWEET Project428 : an innovative, sustainable new business
model that provides frontline care for families at risk
• Patients Know Best429 : puts patients in control, saves them distress
and saves the NHS money, by giving them access to their own medical records online to co-ordinate their care provision
• Arrival Education430 : puts disengaged, excluded young people in
leadership positions
• Housing Action431 : puts homeless people into private rented accommodation
• Spacehive432 : created a crowdfunding platform to develop new
neighbourhood projects
• MyKindaCrowd433 : created an alternative careers service in light of
the withdrawal of Connexions
Our aim is to support the Big Venture Challenge Winners to multiply their
impact many fold across the country. Yes, we want to scale these ventures
– but ultimately, it’s all about the impact they create.
To help their scaling process, each Award Winner receives £25,000 and
the opportunity to pitch for funding of £50,000 or £100,000 should they
attract external investment of similar levels. They also get access to first
class business support and powerful networks. Each Winner works with an
UnLtd Development Manager who diagnoses the key areas of support and
how we feel we can add value:
427 http://www.ripplez.co.uk/
428 http://www.sweetproject.co.uk/
429 http://patientsknowbest.com/
430 http://www.arrivaleducation.com/
431 http://www.housingaction.co.uk/
432 http://spacehive.com/
433 http://www.mykindacrowd.com/
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• Which investors are most relevant and when should conversations
begin?
• Which professional support providers can we bring in: lawyers, financial advisors, mentors, PR teams?
• Who can we introduce them to? Commissioners, entrepreneurs, corporate leaders?
Of course, many connections are happening without our involvement. The
offer of match-funding has attracted many investors we didn’t know and the
cohort have already started working with each other and with many of the
judges they met during the application process. We hope being part of the
cohort also acts as a powerful message to potential partners and customers, a
marker in the sand of their ambition and an endorsement of their exceptional
talent.
Here at UnLtd, we are at the very beginning of our journey working with
these incredible entrepreneurs. We’re hoping to learn huge amounts about
what it takes to scale social impact through people powered solutions and
we’re eager to share this with the rest of the sector.
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Community Sector Tales from Urban Forum
Tuesday, November 29, 2011
David Wilcox

Helping groups share ideas and experience by telling stories about their
projects is one of the main ideas for the further development of the Big Lottery Fund’s People Powered Change434 . Here Toby Blume, chief executive
of Urban Forum, explains how they are pioneering this approach.
People powered change is what we do at Urban Forum435 . Supporting communities to play a leading role in what happens within their communities.
We believe that improved local outcomes must be based on citizen’s own
vision for their area and that with a bit of support and some creative thinking a huge amount can be achieved. That does not, in our view, mean that
communities should be abandoned by the state – far from it. Even with
the spending cuts in the public sector, it’s worth reminding ourselves that
we still spend a huge amount of public money in the UK. If we can align
resources to be more responsive to local needs and ambitions public bodies can play a hugely important enabling role and support co-design and
co-production.
Urban Forum is also very interested in social reporting and as an evidencebased organisation we see knowledge as one of the most important assets
for ourselves and for communities. However knowledge comes in many
different forms and resides in different places. We, like many organisations
conducting research, have traditionally relied on distilling the findings from
surveys, interviews and focus groups and presenting them in reports. Whilst
we might feel we present this information in a more accessible way than
most, we still tend to do it in a fairly traditional way. With the technological
advances of recent years and the explosion of social media and multimedia
use, we feel the time is right to find new ways to conduct research and
present evidence.
’Community Sector Tales436 ’ is our first foray into the world of digital cu434 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
435 http://www.urbanforum.org.uk/our-work/
436 http://www.urbanforum.org.uk/vcs-tales/community-sector-
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ration. We’re are inviting our members to share their experience and views
of life in the local community sector today, with their photos, videoclips,
audio, drawings and written words. We’re using the hashtag #VCSTales to
curate content from across the web. We then plan to use this to create a
montage of content depicting the community sector today, which we also
plan to use in a report that the Office for Civil Society have commissioned
us to produce on Big Society and the community sector.
Here’s a taster from Chorlton Good Neighbours – Pumpkin pie, and spotted
dick for pudding
With Urban Forum’s 900 members engaged in such a wide range of exciting and valuable People Powered Change, we think these stories and images
will help build connections and inspire us to learn and share across the sector. We all know how powerful a picture can be, so it seems appropriate to
start incorporating this into how we work.
We hope that our experience – and that of the many visual artists, storytellers, social reporters and other people and organisations using creative
ways to present information – can help others to explore these ways of
working. Perhaps Big Lottery Fund might like to think about accepting
evaluation reports in the form of a video or photos? Or there might be ways
they could help people powered groups to gain skills and confidence to begin using these approaches? If we start by accepting the benefits of using
more visual ways of presenting information, then ideas about the ways to
support them will, I suspect, flow quite naturally. First we need to overcome some cultural biases about the value of pictures and stories – a theme
I picked up in a recent blog437 .
I’ll leave the final word to the Nobel-winning scientist Peter Debye: ‘I can
only think in pictures…..it’s all visual’.
You’ll find Toby BlumeChief executive, Urban Forum, online here:
• Twitter: @tobyblume
• http://www.urbanforum.org.uk
• http://uk.linkedin.com/in/tobyblume
437 http://tobyblume.posterous.com/hard-wired-to-think-in-
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• Random musings from civil society438
• http://www.facebook.com/tobyblume

438 http://tobyblume.posterous.com/
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The community engagement iPhone app in
detail
Tuesday, November 29, 2011
David Wilcox

As I reported here439 , a new iPhone app is being used in Milton Keynes
to capture and share conversations in the community. I was given an impromptu demonstration on the spot by Corrina Milner and Andy MacDermott – but it was difficult the see the detail. I asked if we could see some
screen shots – and these were kind provided by David Livermore440 , assistance chief executive at Communityaction: MK. Below David explains why
they developed the app. As I explained in the earlier post, it isn’t yet in the
official app store.
Community Engagement App – By Community Action Milton
Keynes441
Community Action: MK442 manage a team of area based community workers called, Community Mobilisers443 . Over the last couple of years we have
been working to refine our engagement and analysis processes, we knew
that the levels of discussion taking place within communities were rich,
deep and varied yet, in terms of having any real impact in changing service
delivery within communities, it was patchy and ad-hoc with a complete over
reliance upon survey data from authorities in order to understand what people are thinking. This, survey-based approach is based on the assumption
that you know the right questions to ask and that people within communities
don’t discuss anything until they’re asked!
We felt that there was a better way of understanding what conversations
were going on on the ground at any one time, enable us to spot trends as
they emerge and respond to them more cohesively and swiftly. The app is a
439 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=310
440 http://www.linkedin.com/pub/david-livermore/22/620/963

←-app-by-community-action-milton-keynes
442 http://www.communityactionmk.org/
443 http://www.mkweb.co.uk/mkchildrensfund/displayarticle.asp ←?id=31566
441 http://www.slideshare.net/johnpopham/community-engagement
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tool for the Community Mobilisers to record the thread of the conversation
they have with individuals, be it an idea, an interest or an issue. Over a period of a month a Mobiliser will typically have between 80-100 meaningful
conversations (ie those which go a bit further that the ‘Hi’ in the street –
which we also positively encourage!)
These conversations are then entered into the app, either as text, audio or
video clips (pictures can also be used). They are then sent into the ‘Cloud’
where they are categorised, themed and analysed and then displayed within
an overview screen as pie charts and statistics. We can apply specific filters to narrow down the data field and there is also an internal search engine which can identify any conversations which have included a specific
word!
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The 3-legged stool: Student energy to fuel
People Powered Change
Wednesday, November 30, 2011
David Wilcox

James Derounian,
principal lecturer at the University of Gloucester, looks at the potential for
university-based initiatives to support the Big Lottery Fund’s ideas for
People Powered Change444 – reporting from a conference this week on
community engagement.
The National Co-ordinating Centre for Public Engagement(NCCPE) looks
after six ‘beacons’ – these university-based collaborative centres dotted
around England, Wales & Scotland – “are at the forefront of efforts to
change the culture in universities, assisting staff and students to engage with
the public. Their partners include further education colleges, museums, galleries, businesses, charities, TV and press, and public bodies.” Here’s the
link445 .
29-30 November the NCCPE staged a sparky Bristol-based conference, Engage 2011: Making an impact. Delegates had the opportunity to “explore
effective models for engaging with the public and ways universities and
research institutes can support staff, students and the public to engage in
mutually beneficial ways.” The four conference themes covered
1. Making an impact with research
2. Creating an engagement culture
3. Effective partnerships and
4. Engaging students

444 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk
445 https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/
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Our own session, The three legged stool: academic-staff-community dialogue in community based learning, was fittingly a joint presentation between a lecturer, the chief officer of a community-based regeneration charity (that has hosted student ‘placements’) and the University of Gloucestershire’s SU Welfare Officer.
The conference and work of the National Co-ordinating centre chimes with
People Powered Change (PPC), in a number of ways: In terms of trusting “people to tell their own stories”; in this case contributions centred on
higher education in support of PPC. Colleagues from the University of Nottingham, for example, reviewed their research links with the third sector &
social enterprises through case studies and discussed their approach to evaluating community benefit, as well as the gains for students/university. An
interactive workshop with young people from Barnardo’s Cymru sought
a better understanding of the two-way process required in community engagement, so that it is a genuinely mutual learning experience.
The importance of language was emphasised at the conference, so delegate
packs included Jargon Bingo (”Cross off the jargon if you hear it mentioned
without explanation. First full house…wins an on the spot prize1”). What
was also refreshing was the fact that a good third of delegates were employers, with the other two-thirds, academics and students.

A young audience enjoying University College London’s (UCL)‘Bright
Club’, where researchers perform stand-up comedy about their
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work:source446
A session on social media and public engagement asked whether this represented evolution or revolution. There then followed a fascinating discussion about the professional and personal uses and pitfalls of twitter & Facebook. Similarly confidentiality, tone, respect and online manners all reared
their head. The London School of Economics, for example, has published
a ‘twitter guide’ for researchers and staff447
The University of Gloucestershire presenters highlighted work by American researchers, DeLind and Link (2004), who contend that “daily life is
not a backdrop to education, but education itself…students need to carefully and critically examine what exists under their feet and outside their
front (and back) doors.” In an age of reducing our carbon footprint, pursuing sustainability and of financial austerity, this sentiment of understanding
our immediate surrounds becomes even more pressing.
A highlight was Fiona Reynolds’ presentation about her decade as National
Trust Director General; this rounded off day 1. She described how the organisation that she inherited elicited a cool public response: “respect, admiration….but not warmth”. She was particularly pleased to have empowered
staff by going local – giving each property team “authority for what they
do, and how they do it”. And in an echo of community development and
people Powered Change she intends that “everyone who comes across us is
touched and inspired”.
The conference also offered a new angle on the Innovation Unit’s448 emphasis on “using the power of innovation to solve social challenges”. My own
idea to fuel innovation and People Powered Change is a simple one, which I
believe could produce profound and massive benefits for communities, climate change remediation and sustainable development: I am keen for the
UK Government to consider an extension of to the National Citizen Service
NCS (already in place for 2ndry school pupils): to pilot a BigGreenGapYear
(of 6 months duration) which would enable young people to contribute to
communities & Big Society activities.
446 %20https://www.publicengagement.ac.uk/why-does-it-matter/
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case-for-engagement
447 http://www2.lse.ac.uk/government/research/resgroups/ ←LSEPublicPolicy/pdf/Twitter_Guide_Sept_2011.pdf
448 http://innovationunit.org
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Those undertaking Gap Service would gain an educational credit (of say
£3,500/head) – as a contribution towards their first year university/college
tuition fees. My idea chimes with similar suggestions e.g. David Blunkett
MP’s449 National Volunteer Programme and Prince Charles’ suggestion that
“a young person deferring a place to spend four or six months volunteering
might be able to get some credits toward tuition fees” (speech dated 29
May 2006). Furthermore, this possibility links to the ‘Giving’ Green Paper
points re “exchange”, “reciprocity” and moving “away from a caricature
of giving as a one-way street”. The BigGreenGapYear is elaborated in my
2011 article for the Guardian online450

449 http://davidblunkett.typepad.com/
450 http://www.guardian.co.uk/voluntary-sector-network/2011/

jun/09/green-national-service-idea-come
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Developing People Powered Change ideas:
the workshop
Thursday, December 1, 2011
David Wilcox

Today the team exploring developments451 for the Big Lottery Fund’s
People Powered Change452 (PPC) are running a workshop in London with
some of the people we’ve interviewed on this blog, and who have provided
ideas along the way. The background, and a summary of the key ideas from
posts, is here453 .
At the workshop we’ll be hearing first from Linda Quinn, the director of
communications and marketing at Big Lottery Fund, with an update on the
vision for PPC outlined here454 .
After a question and answer session, we’ll break into groups to develop
some of the ideas we’ve found in our exploration – and invite people to
throw in some new ones.
It should be fun: we’ve put the ideas on flags – so people pick up one
they want to champion (or write a new one), see if they can gather some
supporters, find a table, and then develop a presentation on:
• What can BIG do itself to become more than a funder in supporting
People Powered Change?
• What might we do together?
• What might you be able to do, with non-funding support from BIG
and partners?
Drew Mackie and I are pretty confident the flags will work well to help people find others interested in their idea: we’ve used it before455 . Drew and I
451 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
452 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
453 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=362
454 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=159
455 http://www.designingforcivilsociety.org/2004/09/
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will be helping groups connect with others across the room, and encouraging some clustering of ideas, and John Popham and others will undoubtedly
be tweeting with the hashtag #ppchange – as you can see here456 .
We’ll both do some video too. When that gets up on this blog will depend
on the wifi. Here’s the starter ideas that are going on flags:
Investigate models
A range of emerging models for People Powered Change could inform future funding programmes (e.g. ABCD, Community Organising, Transition). How should BIG explore this?
Social App Store
Smartphone apps and ”how tos” supporting community action, assembled
in a Social App Store, could be more effective than toolkits. Is this feasible?
Support hyperlocal
Could hyperlocal websites play a big part in helping groups funded by BIG
tell their stories? What would be needed?
Share project stories
What range of methods and supported might be needed to help funded
projects share their own stories?
BIG social reporters
BIG staff could become social reporters, making storytelling and network
building part of their work. What would be needed to achieve his?
Promote peer-to-peer learning
BIG wants to encourage peer-to-peer learning between funded groups. How
best to achieve this?
Network building
Should BIG help build and connect existing networks or create new ones
for funded projects?
456 https://twitter.com/#!/search/%23ppchange
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Internal BIG comms
Which systems would best promote social networking within BIG and integrate with external network development?
Socialise evaluation
How could BIG make governance social – moving from paper-based to
web-based evaluation, with projects reporting their activities?
Social innovation
Encourage development of social innovations – supporting, piloting and
funding through a hub or existing spaces and networks
Map funding
Map and share who’s funding what and where, to encourage collaborations:
nationally and by supporting locally
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Reporting from the People Powered
Change workshop
Thursday, December 1, 2011
David Wilcox

We are facilitating a workshop on People Powered Change for Big Lottery
Fund to develop ideas on how BIG can be more than a funder. Background
here457 We started with a presentation from BIG’s director of communications and marketing, Linda Quinn. (Update below with reports from discussion groups)
People Powered Change workshop458
The videos below are in a playlist – starting with an interview with Linda.
You can see the videos individually on YouTube here459 . I’ll add more
later
Update: As you’ll see from the videos above, we undertook some mapping of who’s who in field, based on the working connections that people
had. Drew Mackie circulated a questionnaire, and he’ll analyse the data and
produce a map.
After that we offered a set of flags, each of which had one of the ideas listed
in the earlier post here460 . Drew auctioned off the flags and also invited
people to develop their own. Those people with a flag then invited others
to form groups, and developed three minute reports, which you can see
below. This is a playlist, so videos will play one after the other … or you
can see them individally on Youtube here461 .
Peter Wanless, chief executive of the Big Lottery Fund, joined us in time to
listen the report back presentations. As you can hear in this interview, Peter
was keen that the the dialogue started in the room continued in some form

457 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=404

←change-workshop
459 http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLADF6D2B8F6CEC178
460 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=404
461 http://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL292CC06BB7E3619D
458 http://www.slideshare.net/davidwilcox/people-powered-
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from now until proposal are put to a BIG committee. We’ll report back later
on how that might be achieved.
Further updates:
• John Popham captures tweets and more in Storify462
• Mark Ellis of sounddelivery: People Powered Change or another
talking shop?463
• Toby Blume: The glory of failure (& a bit about creativity)464

←workshop-1st-december-2011
463 http://www.sounddelivery.org.uk/people-powered-change-a- ←real-movement-or-another-talking-shop/
464 http://tobyblume.posterous.com/the-glory-of-failure-a-bit ←-about-creativity
462 http://storify.com/johnpopham/people-powered-change-
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Food for thought?… More like A Feast!
Friday, December 2, 2011
David Wilcox

Linda Quinn, director of communications and marketing at Big Lottery
Fund, reflects on the development of ideas for People Powered Change,
and next steps.
Over the past 12 weeks or so we’ve been working with Social Reporters465
to share insights, explore ideas and occasionally think some of the unthinkable for developing People Powered Change466 . A number of these ideas
we’ve collected on the way, some borrowed and some new, are outlined
here467 .
Yesterday was a chance to start discussing and exploring some of these with
people already involved, engaged or thinking about these areas already. The
workshop was facilitated by David Wilcox and Drew Mackie and provided
much challenge, inspiration and food for thought…some of that thinking is
still happening via #PPChange468 and we hope that will continue. A report
from the workshop can be found here469 .
The buzz and enthusiasm for some of these ideas and many more have left
us thinking that we are definitely pushing in the right direction on this. The
importance of this engagement was also highlighted by the number of other
ideas that tumbled out of our discussions.
So where do we go from here?
We need to now digest and go through the ideas discussed and debated yesterday and over the proceeding weeks. But we also want to keep the door
open to those outside the room to contribute. We’ll post some thinking
around development in the New Year on the Big Blog470 and continue to
tweet those using the tag #ppchange. We want to maintain this sense of
open dialogue.
465 http://www.socialreporters.net/?page_id=15
466 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
467 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=404
468 https://twitter.com/#!/search/ppchange
469 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=408
470 http://bigblog.org.uk/
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We’ll then spend some time working our thoughts into an overall strategy
that will inform a paper to our Committee in March. My sense is that much
of what we discussed is about how we engage, how we share and how we
collaborate. Some of this I think we can test out in pilots, some of it requires
us to think how we might change our internal processes but all of it requires
that we carry on the conversation with those who have helped us so far
and hopefully will remain constructive critical friends and supporters in the
future.
So this feels like the start of what will hopefully be an enlightening journey.
Linda
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First beacon hub plus an innovation centre
for Newsnet
Thursday, December 8, 2011
David Wilcox

The Media Trust – which is a partner in People Powered Change471 – have
announced the first Newsnet beacon hub in their £1.89 million plans to develop a network supporting citizen journalism: it is Citizen’s Eye472 in Leicester. Here’s an earlier interview473 about Newsnet with Adam Perry.
Gavin Sheppard, director of marketing and communication services at Media Trust, now writes on the Newsnet blog474 about last week’s workshop475 .
The Big Lottery Fund476 , our major funder for newsnet, hosted
an event last week on ’people powered change’ and how we
might empower communities to come together to achieve great
things locally.
It was attended by a diverse mix of Big Lottery partners and
community organisations and I was struck by how much agreement there was in the room about the power of stories and the
importance of sharing.
Our vision for newsnet is that we play a part in inspiring and
supporting communities to come together to tell their own stories, report the news that matters to them and share their opinions and views to inform and inspire others. And if we get it
right, we’ll hopefully find that the inspiration spreads far further than the community boundaries, the premise being that
you don’t have to be part of a community to be inspired by
what they’re achieving.
471 http://peoplepoweredchange.org.uk/
472 http://www.citizenseye.org/
473 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=285
474 http://newsnet.mediatrust.org/2011/12/07/people-powered-

change/
475 http://www.socialreporters.net/?p=408
476 http://www.biglotteryfund.org.uk/
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The question is, how compelling is citizen journalism as a
mechanism for connecting communities? And how do we
identify the existing inspirational citizen journalism activity
and encourage others to have a go? We’re starting by identifying and appointing beacon hubs around the UK – Citizen’s
Eye477 in Leicester is our first – so if you know of anyone we
should be talking to, we’d really love to hear your ideas!
Earlier interview with Gavin on my personal blog478 .
Newsnet will launch its site early in the New Year, with an innovation
centre. Nic Jones writes479 :
One exciting area of the site is the Innovation Centre, a place
for like-minded souls engaged in local storytelling to share any
new tools, sites and inspiring content that they’ve come across
– or created. It would be great to know what ideas to highlight
when we launch, so if you have any burning questions about
community reporting, citizen journalism and the like, let me
know in the comments below.
You can register your interest in citizen journalism and community reporting with Newsnet here480 .

477 http://www.citizenseye.org/
478 http://socialreporter.com/?p=1488
479 http://newsnet.mediatrust.org/2011/12/07/196/
480 http://newsnet.mediatrust.org/register-your-interest/
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